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The term tantra throughout this study is employed in the sense of 

either several interrelated but fundamentally varying cults like áaiva, 

VaiÀ¸ava, á¡kta, Saura, G¡¸apatya, Sk¡nda and even Bauddha or 

scriptures affiliated with them.1 The term 'tantrism' is coined by Western 

Indologists2, which generally refers to a distinct tradition either parallel or 

entirely different from that of orthodox vedic tradition.3 As it has been 

observed by several scholars, like Andre Padoux, tantrism was not 

considered to be an independent tradition at earlier times.4 The early 

scholars who raised bell about the existence of a cult of esoteric and 

exoteric practices tended to project its anti-vedic undercurrents and anti-

nomian ritual practices as salient features.5 But studies suggest that 

tantrism as a whole cannot be said to be anti-vedic in its core; and tantric 

rituals are very much similar to vedic rituals in their structure.  

The Term tantra Defined 

It is necessary to provide a tentative working definition of tantra at 

the outset in order to get oriented to the following subject-centered 

discourses. Of the modern writers of tantrism, Christopher Wallis's 

definition of tantra appears to be much closer to the reality. Moreover, it is 

all-inclusive. He defines tantra as: 
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An Indian Interreligious movement driven by a ritual practice 

presupposing initiation, oral instruction from a guru, and micro-

meso-macrocosmic correlations, and utilizing mantras, creative 

meditations, and sometimes sensual or antinomian means to 

access and experientially assimilate the divine energy of the 

(various conceived) Godhead, in order to achieve power, 

pleasures and liberation.6 

It is far from certain as to when tantra had emerged as a system and 

characteristic feature of primordial customs and practices. And there are 

no evidences to prove beyond doubt that there were different cults within 

tantra in the hoary past. The historical background of its development 

becomes more predictable now as several scholars at global level are 

seriously working together to unearth hitherto unnoticed manuscripts and 

bring out critical editions. Still there are hundreds of thousands of 

manuscripts in Indian, Nepalese and European manuscript libraries 

remaining in the darkness waiting for their time to see the light of the day.  

Importance of the Guru and the á¡stra 

The two relatively common characteristics of all great and little 

tantric traditions are (i) the Preceptor (Guru) is held above even god by 

the followers and (ii) the importance attached to scriptures (á¡stra). The 
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Guru's role in keeping alive the traditions, identifying and initiating a 

qualified person into tradition are rightly acknowledged and dealt with 

due respect in all tantric scriptures alike. As has been rightly pointed 

Gavin Flood: 

While the texts of revelation are important, it is all above the 

revelation as the living tradition of guru lineage that animates the 

tradition and through which the grace of áiva is believed to flow. 

Here text becomes performance and the texts' teachings 

embodied in human guru.7 

To speak about tantric observances means to speak about rituals. 

Rituals are central to all the religious practices prescribed for the 

realization of the ultimate truth in any of tantric traditions. It is true that 

rituals form the basis of vedic religious practices too. The similarity 

between the religious methods prescribed by both vedic and tantric 

traditions lies in the underlying structure of rituals that seem to reflect 

concepts of each other. Wherever there is a discussion on ritual, the texts 

automatically form part of it. Apart from general use of texts to learn and 

preserve the traditional secrets they are also often relied on to legitimize 

customs and practices of a cult. Even though conventionally traditional 

wisdom imparted through an oral tradition is given top priority in all 
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tantric traditions alike the necessity of textual knowledge is also not 

underestimated.  

The Canonical Divisions 

It is essential to have knowledge of canonical divisions in 

background before undertaking any study on tantric rituals. Here in the 

following pages an attempt is made to provide a hawk's view of prominent 

tantric traditions and the major scriptural divisions. And the following 

discussion on scriptural divisions is a synthesis of the conventional and 

modern scholarly understanding. 

As mentioned earlier there are different cults in tantra and the 

scriptures belong to them are broadly known as 'tantric scriptures'. There 

are said to have three prominent cults in tantra, viz., áaiva, VaiÀ¸ava and 

á¡kta and the scriptures belong to these cults are generally known as 

Ëgama, SaÆhit¡ and Tantra respectively. It is to be noted that this is not a 

rule of thumb but a general rule that can be applied to refer to divisions of 

tantric literature in general. There are instances where these terms seem to 

have employed interchangeably. For example; the Ni¿v¡satattvasaÆhit¡ 

must be a VaiÀ¸ava text according to this rule but in fact, it is the earliest 

surviving scripture of áaivasiddh¡nta. Similarly, the áaivasiddh¡nta 

scripture Ajit¡gama is also known as Ajitamah¡tantra. The texts of other 
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relatively less prominent cults like Saura, G¡¸apatya and Sk¡nda are 

highly indebted to the above ones for being a source to thrive on as 

independent cults. 

The Classifications of áaiv¡gama-s 

The classification of áaiv¡gama-s follows a hierarchy and the 

method of classification slightly differs in Ëgama-s8 and Pur¡¸a-s.9 All 

Ëgama-s see themselves to be affiliated with one of these classifications. 

The Ni¿v¡satattvasaÆhit¡, earliest surviving scripture of 

áaivasiddh¡nta considers that all the knowledge came out of the five faces 

of Sad¡¿iva. It divides the scriptures thus emerged from the faces of áiva 

into laukika, vaidika, adhy¡tmika, atim¡rga and mantram¡rga and the 

corresponding faces from which they originated are sadyoj¡ta (w), 

v¡madeva (n), aghora (s), tatpuruÀa (e) and ¢¿¡na (u) respectively.10 

 Ì¿¡na (Upper)    Mantram¡rga 

TatpuruÀa (East)   Atim¡rga 

 Aghora (South)   Ëdhy¡tmika 

V¡madeva (North)   Vaidika 

 Sadyoj¡ta (West)   Laukika                     
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The laukika is of ordinary observances of an uninitiated like 

farming, medicine, archery, ad judicature, ¡yurveda, dhanurveda, 

n¡¶yaveda etc. The vaidika is strictly adhering to the rules of Vedic 

religion as explained in Vedic literature in general, particularly the 

knowledge of obligatory, incidental, desiderative sacrifices.11The 

¡dhy¡tmika is the contemplation of S¡Ækhya dualism of matter and spirit 

and its realization through Yoga system.12 The atim¡rgin-s are so called 

because the tradition claims to have transcended all the conventional 

orthodox beliefs and practices. According to Diwakar Acharya they get 

the name since they were fond of doing things beyond the ordinary 

measures for example, excessive munificence (atid¡na) and excessive 

asceticism (atitapa).13 

Generally, the atim¡rga refers to three interrelated cults in the 

Ëgamic literature, i.e., p¡¿upata (also known as paµc¡rthap¡¿upata), 

lakul¢¿a/k¡p¡lika14 and saumya. Among these three atim¡rgic traditions 

the cult of p¡¿upata is earliest of any known tantric cults. It is named after 

the pa¿upati who in the guise of lakul¢¿a initiated Kau¿ika, G¡rgya, 

KuruÀa and Maitreya. These disciples are said to have propagated the cult 

in India.15 

The fundamental texts that deal with practices of p¡¿upata-s are  
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i) P¡¿upatas£tra, on which Kau¸·inya is known to have written a 

commentary, known as Paµc¡rthabh¡Àya and ii) Ga¸ak¡rik¡, attributed to 

an eighth century scholar Haradatta. This text is now available with a 

commentary by Bh¡sarvajµa (10thcentury A.D.) known as Ratnat¢k¡.16 

Other than these texts, there are also references of eight pram¡¸a texts 

belonging to the l¡kula and mausala sects of p¡¿upata-s.17 

The system paµc¡rtha is so called because their religious practices 

are based on five principles (pad¡rtha-s) i.e., effect (k¡rya), cause 

(k¡ra¸a),  prescribed rules (vidhi),  union (yoga), and the end of the 

suffering (duÅkh¡nta).18 The ultimate aim of all atim¡rgic practices is to 

end worldly suffering (duÅkh¡nta). According to Diwakar Acharya, the 

early forms of p¡¿upata observances were centered on bull's vow which 

has its roots in Vedic cult of Indra. He notes the early practices of this cult 

as: 

In this earliest form of their practices, P¡¿upatas ritually adopted 

the bull's behavior and regarding themselves as the cattle (pa¿u) 

of their lord (pati), cultivated devotion to rudra pa¿upati ('lord of 

cattle'). They bathed in ashes, wore the garlands taken off the 

image of rudra after worship, attended to him in various ways, 

adopted the bull's behavior by bellowing and acting out the bull's 

other behaviors such as kicking and butting, recited the 
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rudrag¡yatr¢ and aghoramantra and meditated on the sacred 

syllable OM. With all this practice, they acquired supernatural 

powers in their life time and ultimately the end of suffering.19 

Alexis Sanderson, the historian of áaivism, shows further based on 

the Ni¿v¡satattvasaÆhita's account that there are two levels of atim¡rga 

i.e., that of paµc¡rthika-s and those who observe kap¡lavrata or 

lok¡t¢tavrata or p¡¿upatavrata.20 The p¡¿upata-s can be easily identified as 

they hold skull-toped staff in one hand and a cranium made begging bowl 

on the other.  

The mantram¡rga21 is again classified into five as bh£ta, v¡ma, 

bhairava, g¡ru·a and siddh¡nta. These are also said to have come out of 

the five faces of Sad¡¿iva.  Sanderson distinguishes the differences and 

discontinuities between P¡¿upatism and tantric áaivism as follows: 

The only goal offered by P¡¿upatism is liberation through the 

definitive cessation of suffering (duÅkh¡ntaÅ): tantric áaivism 

offers liberation, lesser rewards (bhuktiÅ), or both. All P¡¿upatas 

are, at least in theory, permanent ascetics: tantric áaivas may be 

permanent ascetics (naiÀ¶hikavrat¢), temporary ascetics 

(bhautikavrat¢) or non-ascetics (g¤hasthaÅ). Only regenerate 

Brahmin men may take up the P¡¿upata observances: the benefits 
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of tantric d¢kÀ¡ are accessible to men of all four castes and to 

women. All P¡¿upatas are required to be actively P¡¿upata: 

tantric initiate are of two kinds (i) those in whom d¢kÀ¡ initiates a 

lifelong obligation to perform tantric rites (sab¢jad¢kÀitaÅ and 

[¿ivadharmi] s¡dhaka) and (ii) those whose involvement in 

tantric ritual may be limited to passing through the ceremony of 

their initiation (nirb¢jad¢kÀ¡) and [lokadharmi]s¡dhaka). 

P¡¿upatism is personal religious activity: tantric áaivism extends 

from this into the public domain.22 

The Canons of Bh£ta, G¡ru·a and V¡ma Divisions 

The canons of Bh£ta and G¡ru·a streams are totally lost in 

oblivion but their name and numbers can be still known through some 

references found in ár¢ka¸¶h¢yasaÆhit¡, K¡mik¡gama etc. The subject 

matter of both of Bh£ta and G¡ru·a scriptures are principally centered on 

the magical rites of exorcism and curing of snakebites.23 

The tantra-s of V¡masrotas mainly deal with cult of four sisters 

Jay¡, Vijay¡, Jayanti / Ajit¡ and Apar¡jit¡ who are worshipped along with 

their brother Tumburu.24 The principal texts of the cult are V¢¸¡¿ikh¡ and 

Dev¢tantrasadbh¡vas¡ra.25 The aim of religious practices laid down in 

these sources is acquisition of power, siddhi.26 
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The Bhairav¡gama-s also deal with system of classification of 

áaiva canons. But it is relatively less complex as they divide the all 

scriptures of áaivism into three namely áiva, Rudra and Bhairav¡gama-s. 

They are 10, 18 and 64 in number respectively.27  Among them the áiva 

and Rudr¡gama-s together constitute the well-known Siddh¡nt¡gama-s. 

This implies the possibility that the Ëgama-s might have come into 

existence at two different stages. These Ëgama-s are known for preaching 

dualism (bheda) and dualism-cum-non-dualism (bhed¡bheda) 

respectively. The Bhairavatantra-s are further classified into a number of 

categories in which, as a general rule the tantra-s show the tendency 

towards incorporating the feminine forms of the ultimate as the supreme 

principle. The further classification of the Bhairav¡gama-s also follows a 

complex pattern. It is as given below.  

First it is divided into Mantrap¢¶ha (seat of mantra) and 

Vidy¡p¢¶ha (seat of vidy¡). Then the latter is again divided into 

áaktitantra-s and Y¡malatantra-s. The áaktitantra-s are further divided 

into Trikatantra-s and K¡l¢tantra-s. One of the major differences between 

these tantra-s is as it ascends towards K¡l¢tantra-s in a hierarchical order 

the female goddesses eventually rise to dominance whereas, the male gods 

lose importance and get totally excluded from the pantheon. The below 
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given diagram illustrates the classification of Bhairav¡gama-s and their 

sub divisions. 

               The Division of Bhairav¡gama-s 

                                                    Bhairav¡gama-s 

 

                        Mantrap¢¶ha                                   Vidy¡p¢¶ha 

 

                                                             áaktitantra-s                       Y¡malatantra-s 

 

                                      Trikatantra-s                  K¡l¢tantra-s 

    (Figure: I.1) 

The structure, content and philosophical standpoint of 

Siddh¡nt¡gama-s and Bhairav¡gama-s vary considerably from each other. 

With regard to the content, the Siddh¡nt¡gama-s follow a different 

method of classification whereas, the Bhairav¡gama-s do not seem to 

follow a particular method. So in what follows the unique features of 

Siddh¡nt¡gama-s and sub groups of texts affiliated with them are given 

with special consideration. 

The Structure and Content of Siddh¡nt¡gama-s  

Generally the Siddh¡nt¡gama-s are said to follow a system of four-

fold classification of their contents. They are Jµ¡na / Vidy¡ (philosophy), 
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Kriy¡ (rituals), Yoga (practices of breath control) and Cary¡ (daily 

routines) respectively.28 The Vidy¡ section of Ëgama-s provides a 

theoretical explanation of inter-related yet ontologically different 

categories29 creation of pure and impure universes, thirty-six reality 

principles,30theories on salvation etc.31 

The Kriy¡ section of Ëgama-s deals with the rituals, particularly 

performed at temples, ranging from daily observances to detailed 

description consecration and expiation rituals. 

The Cary¡ section of Ëgama-s is devoted to explain the daily 

observances of an initiate. His / her post-initiatory observances include 

daily (nitya), incidental (naimittika) and optional (k¡mya) rituals. The 

naimittika rituals constitute the installation of images and consecration 

rituals. The incidental rituals are performed when certain needs are to be 

fulfilled. 

Apart from being a separate section of Ëgama-s, Yoga is 

inextricably interwoven in the rituals. The fundamentals of Yoga 

explained in the respective section of Ëgama-s are slightly different from 

that of P¡taµjalayoga. According to Helene Brunner, the Ëgamic Yoga 

differs from the P¡taµjalayoga even in the definition of Yoga itself and 

also in the number of ¡sana-s, constituent a´ga-s etc. The Ëgama-s define 
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Yoga as a condition of being one with áiva. Concerning the limbs 

(yog¡´ga-s), even though certain Ëgama-s speak about eight-limbed 

Yoga, a typical Ëgamic Yoga constitutes only of six limbs. They are 

praty¡h¡ra, dhy¡na, pr¡¸¡y¡ma, dh¡ra¸¡,tarka (v¢kÀa¸a) and sam¡dhi. 

That means the first three a´ga-s of P¡taµjala system viz., yama, niyama 

and ¡sana do not find place in the Ëgamic system of Yoga. Another point 

to be noticed here is that M¤gendr¡gama considers japa as one of the 

a´ga-s which is placed prior to Sam¡dhi.32 

This is the general understanding of division of content of Ëgama-

s. But a closer look into this matter would reveal that this particular order 

is not seen necessarily followed by all Ëgama-s alike: for a number of 

Ëgama-s available today do not have one or two sections at all. Notably 

the Ni¿v¡satattvasaÆhit¡, which is said to be the earliest surviving 

scripture of áaivasiddh¡nta had five sections viz., ni¿v¡samukha, 

ni¿v¡sam£la, ni¿v¡sottara, ni¿v¡sanaya and ni¿v¡saguhya. Among the 

available Ëgama-s only six are found to have followed this division 

namely Kira¸a (vidy¡, kriy¡, cary¡ and yoga), Suprabheda (kriy¡, cary¡, 

yoga and jµ¡na) and M¡ta´gap¡rame¿vara (vidy¡, kriy¡, yoga and cary¡), 

M¤gendra (vidy¡, kriy¡, yoga and cary¡) Sv¡yaÆbhuva and 

Sarvajµ¡nottara.33 Of these the Kira¸a and Suprabheda belong to the 
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M£l¡gama-s and the remaining to the Up¡gama-s. Rather interestingly, as 

Helene Brunner observed, the demonstrably early Ëgama-s not only do 

not divide their contents into four sections but also contents of four p¡da-s 

seem to be interwoven i.e., yogap¡da contains details of rituals, which 

usually falls under kriy¡ and cary¡p¡da-s.34 She further observes that 

majority of Ëgama-s have huge kriy¡p¡da-s and except the available 

versions of M¤gendra, PauÀkara, M¡ta´ga, P¡rame¿vara, Suprabheda and 

Kira¸a, others do not have vidy¡p¡da at all.35 What Helene Brunner found 

out that the contents are very much similar but they were not seen 

systematically arranged into four sections, but logically arranged, in the 

early Ëgama-s. Modern historians of áaivism argue that the four-fold 

division is basically a South Indian phenomenon.36Here another 

significant point  made by Alexis Sanderson is noteworthy that many texts 

which claim to belong to the scheme of twenty-eight Siddhant¡gama-s are 

found only in south Indian manuscripts and some such as K¡mika, Ajita, 

K¡ra¸a, Cintya, D¢pta and Suprabheda are later productions.37 

The Provenance and Date of Composition 

Regarding provenance and date of composition of Ëgama-s, large 

body of evidences suggest that a few of them are written in North India 
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while rests are in South India. And the Ëgama-s thus produced later in 

South India can be easily distinguished as they tend towards following the 

ved¡ntic line of thinking. Such texts explain the abstract principles in 

purely vedantic terms and as a result the metaphysical background of 

Siddh¡nt¡gama-s found to have modified or reworked in later texts. To 

this list, the Ëgama-s which are reworked later following the lead of 

Ved¡nta, Ajita, Suprabheda, Yogaja and Cintya, can be added. There are 

strong grounds to substantiate this point and a good piece of evidence in 

this dimension can be extracted from Goodall's preface to the Par¡khy¡ 

Tantra. There he has seen given relative chronology of principal 

Siddh¡nt¡gama-s and tried to distinguish later south Indian compositions 

from the scheme of twenty-eight Ëgama-s. In the list given he has 

identified the Ëgama-s and Up¡gama-s of pre-twelfth century namely, 

P¡rame¿vara, Ni¿v¡sa, Sv¡yaÆbhuvas£trasaÆgraha, Rauravas£tra-

sa´graha, Kira¸a, Par¡khy¡/ Saurabheya, S¡rdhatri¿at¢k¡lottara, Dvi¿at¢-

k¡lottara, Sapta¿atikak¡lottara, Jµ¡napaµc¡¿ika, áatikak¡lottara, B¤hat-

k¡lottara, M¤gendra, M¡ta´ga, Sarvajµottara, Mohac£·ottara and 

Mayasa´graha respectively based on the criteria that either the presence 

of their manuscripts in Nepalese or the reference to or commentaries on 

them by early Saiddh¡ntika commentators could be taken to mean that 

they were known at that time.38 The most obvious features of pre-twelfth 
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Siddh¡ntatantra-s by which they can be distinguished from the latter are 

they do not seem to be influenced by Ved¡nta and were not concerned 

about public worship in temples.39 

The Up¡gama-s 

Each of these twenty-eight M£l¡gma-s have a set of Up¡gama-s 

associated with them.40 They are also as important as M£l¡gama-s. 

Structurally, some of the Up¡gama-s follow the system of four-fold 

classification of contents of M£l¡gama-s.  

The Paddhati Texts 

It is conventionally believed that Ëgama-s are not compositions of 

human authors rather they are revealed to different divinely beings. On the 

contrary, the Paddhati texts are believed to be human compositions. The 

Paddhati texts liturgical canons devoted to systematically order and 

elaborate on ritual procedures found scattered in Ëgama-s. Since details 

of many of authors the Paddhati texts are known to us they can be situated 

in the historical background. Here a definition of the Paddhati  text can be 

of great help to get a clear picture of its basic characteristics. To reproduce 

Alexis Sanderson's citation of a passage of Bha¶¶ar¡maka¸¶ha from his 

S¡rdhatri¿at¢k¡lottarav¤tti: 
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paddhatiÅ prati¿¡straÆ ¿rutasya tats¡marthy¡pekÀitasya ca 

mantratantr¡nuÀ¶h¡n¡ya sa´kÀep¡t krame¸¡bhidh¡naÆ 

yajurved¡dau yajµas£tr¡divat. 

For any scripture a Paddhati is a text which enables the 

performance of the rituals [of that scripture] along with the 

mantras [that accompany them] by succinctly arranging in order [ 

of performance] (i) the [instructions] explicitly stated [in that 

scripture but] dispersed in various places [throughout its length], 

and (ii) whatever [else] those explicit statements imply. An 

example is the Yajµas£tra in the case of the Yajurveda.41 

There had been numerous composers of texts of this genre and 

most of their preceptorial lineages were traced successfully by either the 

composers themselves or later writers. For instance, 

Aghora¿iv¡c¡ryapaddhati enlists fourteen paddhatik¡r¡-s by name.42 But 

this is not presented in a chronological order and the works of some of 

them are not found yet. The list includes wide range of authors belonged 

to different geographical sections of India ranging from Kashmir to South 

India. 

The available and most influential Paddhati texts are 

Naimittikakram¡nusandh¡na of Brahma¿aÆbhu (A.D. 938), 
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Siddh¡ntas¡rapaddhati of Bhojadeva (A.D. 11th century), Kriy¡k¡¸·a-

kram¡val¢ or Soma¿aÆbhupaddhati of Soma¿aÆbhu (A.D. 1095), Kriy¡-

kramadyotik¡ of Aghora¿iva (A.D. 1157)43Jµ¡naratn¡val¢ of Jµ¡na¿iva 

(A.D. 12th century) Ì¿¡na¿ivagurudevapaddhati of Ì¿¡na¿ivaguru (A.D. 

12th century) and Siddh¡nta¿ekhara of Vi¿van¡tha. Proliferation of these 

generic texts could be taken as a pointer which suggests how fast the 

temple cult in India was growing up.  

The Saiddh¡ntika Exegetes 

Apart from the Paddhatik¡ra-s, Kashmir is also known to have 

produced a line of tradition of learned Saiddh¡ntika exegetes.  They have 

played a pivotal role in spreading the áaiva religion as they succeeded in 

providing the strong intellectual foundation to áaivasiddh¡nta through 

their writings. In their style of presentation they echoed style of argument 

of traditional Indian philosophical systems, especially Ny¡ya. Among 

them, the Kashmirian exegete Sadyojyotis's44 v¤tti on early Saiddh¡ntika 

scriptures viz., Sv¡yaÆbhuvas£trasa´graha, and exegesis of 

Rauravas£trasa´graha (mokÀak¡rik¡, bhogak¡rik¡, par¡mokÀanir¡sa-

k¡rik¡), his prose commentary on the principal parts of the doctrinal 

section of MokÀak¡rik¡ known as Sv¡yaÆbhuvav¤tti and an independent 

work Nare¿varapar¢kÀ¡(a philosophical treatise in which he propounds his 
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view of Saiddh¡ntika ontology and soteriology and defends it against the 

contrary positions of m¢m¡Æsaka-s, naiy¡yika-s, s¡Ækhya-s, ved¡ntin-s, 

p¡µcar¡trika-s, p¡¿upata-s and Buddhist-s)45 were very influential. 

Likewise the M¤gendrav¤tti, commentary on Sv¡yaÆbhuvav¤tti, 

áaranni¿¡, and a long commentary on Tattvasa´graha of Bha¶¶an¡r¡ya¸a-

ka¸¶ha, commentaries on M¡ta´gap¡rame¿vara, Sv¡yaÆbhuvas£tra-

sa´graha, Kira¸a (first twelve chapters) and S¡rdhatri¿at¢k¡lottara and 

commentaries in prose on MokÀak¡rik¡, the Par¡mokÀanir¡sak¡rik¡ and 

Tattvatrayanir¸aya and Nare¿varapar¢kÀ¡ of his son Bha¶¶ar¡maka¸¶ha-II 

and commentary on saiddh¡ntika pratiÀ¶h¡tantra MayasaÆgraha by 

Bha¶¶avidy¡ka¸¶ha-II (Bha¶¶a R¡maka¸¶ha's pupil) and Ratnatraya-

par¢kÀ¡ of ár¢ka¸¶ha etc. also contributed much to development of 

áaivasiddh¡nta into well-defined philosophical system.46 

Later Phase of áaivasiddh¡nta 

Leaving no trace of the existence of áaivasiddh¡nta by the time of 

Muslim rule in Kashmir around thirteenth century A.D., it had its later 

developments in Tamil soil and still it continues to exist in South India. 

New works have been produced as independent texts rightly rooted in the 

principles of áaivasiddh¡nta. This particular period in the history is also 

marked by the production of commentaries on fundamental texts and 
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Paddhati-s. Among them the contributions made by Aghora¿iva 

(12thcentury A.D.), which include independent texts and commentaries 

and a Paddhati text  namely, the Aghora¿iv¡c¡ryapaddhati are noteworthy. 

He is followed by Trilocana¿iv¡c¡rya who had also helped to spread the 

Saiddh¡ntika ideologies through his independent writings like 

Siddh¡ntas¡r¡val¢, Siddh¡ntasamuccaya and so on. Later developments 

are marked by a shift from the medium of Sanskrit to Tamil. This 

movement is triggered by the composition of Ø¡n¡mi¤tam of 

V¡k¡camuºivar (12thcentury A.D.). Following its composition the 

Civaµ¡ºap°tam of Meyka¸¶¡r (13th century A.D.) became the milestone 

in the history of Tamil áaivasiddh¡nta in the sense that later writings were 

totally based on it.  

There are two versions of the text (i) áivajµ¡nabodha- a Sanskrit 

text believed to be a part of Raurav¡gama and (ii) Civaµ¡ºap°tam of 

Meyka¸¶¡r. Between them the Sanskrit version has yielded several 

commentaries. They are 1. v¤tti by Sad¡¿iva¿iv¡c¡rya (14th century A.D.), 

2. áivajµ¡nabodhopany¡sa and áivajµ¡nasiddhisvapakÀad¤À¶¡nta-

sa´graha47of Nigamajµ¡nade¿ika (also the author of Ëtm¡rthap£j¡-

paddhati, (16th century A.D.), 3.three commentaries by áiv¡grayogin 

(16th century A.D.) namely a. Laghu¶¢k¡, b. Sa´grahabh¡Àya and c. 
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B¤hadbh¡Àya, 4.v¤ttti by Jµ¡naprak¡¿a (16th -17th  centuries A.D.), and 5. 

Jµ¡n¡vara¸abh¡Àya by Ve½½iyampalav¡¸attampir¡º (17th century A.D.).48 

The commentaries on the Civaµ¡ºap°tam are 1. Civaµ¡ºacittiy¡r 

by Aru½nanti áiv¡c¡rya (13th century A.D.)49  2.Civappirak¡cam by Um¡-

pati (14th century A.D.) and 3. M¡p¡¶iyam (Mah¡bh¡Àya) by Civaµ¡ºa-

cuv¡mika½ (18th century A.D.). 

Besides the texts belonging to the Civaµ¡ºap°tam School there are 

a few more works left. The distinguishable characteristic of such works is 

that they differ considerably from the ideologies of this traditional line of 

thinking. The texts that are composed between the 14th and 15th centuries 

A.D. namely, Tattuvavi½akkam (of Campantacara¸¡layar), Tattuva-

ppirak¡cam, Tirune¼ivi½akkam, Va½½al C¡ttiram and Meymmo«icaritai 

belong to such a category. It is almost around this period that the principal 

Ëgama-s of áaivasiddh¡nta particularly Sarvajµ¡nottara and Dev¢k¡-

lottara were restructured and reinterpreted in accordance with theological 

concepts of Tamil version of áaivasiddh¡nta. 

One of the important differences between classical áaivism and 

Tamil áaivasiddh¡nta lies in the conception of liberation. As mentioned 

earlier, Ëgama-s postulate liberation as becoming equal to áiva but for the 

latter the soul never remains ontologically distinct from áiva after 
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liberation. Certainly this is a later soteriological development but this 

concept of non-dual existence of the Soul remains the hallmark of South 

Indian áaivism.50 

Apart from these texts and their commentaries the devotional 

Tev¡ram hymns of áaiva devotees (known as N¡yan¡r-s), were also 

helped much to the spread and development of áaivism in South India. 

They not only sung hymns in praise of áiva but also were instrumental in 

promoting the cult of devotion, which brought a sea change in the 

religious outlook of followers and common men as well.  

The Bhairava tantra-s 

Generally, the Bhairavatantra-s present their contents in the form of 

a conversation between the Bhairava and his consort. As is mentioned 

above, in the scheme of classifications of tantra-s, Bhairavag¡ma-s belong 

to Right Current of scriptures (dakÀi¸asrotas)51 because they are said to 

have issued from the southern face of Sad¡¿iva.    

In the p¢¶ha system of classification Bhairavatantra-s are classified 

into four p¢¶ha-s52 namely, Mantrap¢¶ha, Vidy¡p¢¶ha, Ma¸·alap¢¶ha and 

Mudr¡p¢¶ha.53Among these the tantra-s of mudr¡ and Ma¸·alap¢¶ha had 

been considered to be relatively less important.  
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Mantrap¢¶ha  

The tantra-s of Mantrap¢¶ha are less extensive than that of 

Vidy¡p¢¶ha.  The Mantrap¢¶ha is known so because of the predominance 

of masculine mantra-s in ritual and other practices in the texts belong to 

this division. The scriptures of this cult are centered on the worship of 

Svacchandabhairava and his consort Aghore¿var¢.54 

The principal tantra-s belong to Mantrap¢¶ha are Svacchanda, 

Unmatta, Asit¡´ga, Ruru, Ca¸·a, Krodha, Jha´k¡ra and Kap¡l¢¿a.55 The 

Svacchandatantra enlists only four of them i.e., Svacchanda, Ca¸·a, 

Krodha and Unmatta.56  But according to Sr¢ka¸¶h¢yasaÆhit¡, there are 

twenty four DakÀi¸a tantra-s.57 

 Alexis Sanderson's observation as to how the underlying structure 

of practices of the áaivasaiddh¡nta differs from that of the Mantram¡rga 

sheds considerable light on the matter. He notes: 

In áaiva Siddh¡nta, áiva (Sad¡¿iva) was worshipped alone. In 

Mantrap¢¶ha he is joined in worship by his consorts as the 

personification of áakti. Iconically she is equal. But the larger 

ritual context shows that she is still subordinate.58 

He further notes: 
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The Traditions of Bhairava Tantras are K¡p¡lika, the basic form 

of their ascetic observance being that of the skull (kap¡lavrata / 

mah¡vrata). The difference between this and L¡kula form of this 

observance is largely a matter of the basic difference of the 

Mantram¡rga stated above. The term K¡p¡lika is reserved here 

for this Mantram¡rgic segment of the áaiva culture of the 

cremation grounds.59 

I. Vidy¡p¢¶ha (á¡kta-¿aiva) 

The canons of the Vidy¡p¢¶ha are associated with the highest level 

of esoteric practices and revolve around the cult of Yogin¢-s or female 

spirits. The ritual cult taught by scriptures of this division is marked by, as 

Sanderson puts it, "its embeddedness in the intensely transgressive 

tradition of K¡p¡lika asceticism".60 As mentioned earlier the scriptures 

Vidy¡p¢¶ha is again divided into two viz., Y¡malatantra-s and áaktitantra-

s. 

a. Y¡malatantra-s 

It is in the Y¡malatantra-s one could see the áakti as being moved 

to central stage and the Bhairava becoming her subordinate. The primary 

meaning of the term 'Y¡mala' is "a couple in union"61 and commonly 
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refers to union of God with his consort. For instance; the divine pair of 

Brahmay¡mala comprises of deities Kap¡l¢¿abhairava and Great 

Goddesses, whose names include Ca¸·¡ K¡p¡lin¢, Aghor¢ and 

Bhairavi.62 The texts belonging to this classification are Brahmay¡mala 

(also known as Picumata and by two titular epithets Nav¡kÀar¡dhikara¸a 

and Dv¡da¿as¡hasra in scriptural sources),63 Rudray¡mala, ViÀ¸uy¡mala, 

Skanda-y¡mala and Um¡yamala.64 Regarding the significance of titles of 

these texts Shaman Hatley in his recent Study on the early áaiva cult of 

Yogin¢-s remarks that "extant lists show that their titles were formed by 

appending- Y¡mala to the names of brahmanical deities, or in some cases 

other mythical figures. Then he draws attention to the fact that these 

brahmanical deities "serve as counterparts to and namesakes for the 

mother goddesses (m¡t¤-s). This is evidenced from the fact that 

Y¡malatantra-s are also described as M¡t¤tantra-s." 65 These tantra-s are 

the earliest sources known to deal with early kaula rites: initiations 

ritualized sex, visionary practices and induced possession.  

b. áaktitantra-s 

Being the most esoteric revelations, áaktitantra-s carry forward the 

central observances of k¡p¡lika tradition in most complete way. The cult 

of Yogin¢ permeates all the levels of these tantra-s and the kaulism66 
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developed from within this cult.67 The "Yogin¢", as noted by Hatley, 

"designates a spectrum of female sacred figures many of which in 

different contexts bear distinct names."68 David White offers a rather 

clear picture of characteristic features of Yogin¢-s as: 

The Yogin¢s whose cults were central to Kaula practice had the 

following features: (1) they were a group of powerful, sometimes 

martial, female divinities with whom human female "witches" 

were identified in ritual practice; (2) their power was intimately 

connected to the flow of blood, both their own sexual and 

menstrual emissions, and the blood of their animal (and human?) 

victims; (3) they were essential to Tantric initiation in which they 

initiated male practitioners through fluid transactions via their 

"mouths"; (4) they were possessed of the power of flight; (5) they 

took form of humans, animals, or birds,  and often inhabited 

trees; (6) they were often arrayed in circles; (7) their temples 

were generally located in isolated areas, on hilltops or 

prominences and were usually round and often hypaethral; and 

(8) they were never portrayed as practicing yoga for the simple 

reason that yoga as we know it had not yet been invented.69 
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Though White's study and his style of argument had succeeded in 

providing clear insight into the cult of the Yogin¢-s, many of his notions 

have been recently challenged by Shaman Hately in his Ph. D Thesis "The 

Brahmay¡malatantra and Early áaiva Cult of Yogin¢s"70. Hatley adds a 

few more characteristics of Yogin¢-s, which include (1) their appearance 

as even mortal Yogin¢-s. As for evidence he turns to 

Siddhayoge¿var¢mata where Yogin¢-s are depicted as of two types: kulaj¡ 

or "born in clans", called also m¡nuÀya, " human"; and devat¡Å, "deities/ 

goddesses"; (2) their organization into clans (kula, gotra)- In áaiva 

sources they appear as an organized clans of seven or eight Mothers 

(m¡t¤-s); (3) theriomorphism- they appear in many forms including 

horses, lions, birds, snakes and their imagery ranges from the horrific, 

grotesque and martial to comic, exuberant and musical; (4) k¡p¡lika cult 

and iconography- they are presented often bearing skulls, bone ornaments 

and skull staves (kha¶v¡´ga)  and they are associated with cremation 

grounds; (5) danger, purity and power- they may appear dangerous to 

non-initiates and fatal to apostates. With regard to pure and impure 

objects, practitioners offer wine or blood as argha while Yogin¢-s will 

return this by giving impure caru; (6) protection and transmission of 

esoteric teachings; (7) flight- they are often pictured as sky-travelers.71 
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The áaktitantra-s are further subdivided into four transmissions 

(¡mn¡ya-s) i.e., known by the name of four directions viz., (i) 

P£rv¡mn¡ya (eastern), (ii) Uttar¡mn¡ya (northern), (iii) Pa¿cim¡mn¡ya 

(western) and (iv) DakÀi¸¡mn¡ya (southern). The four ¡mn¡ya-s have 

certain tantric cults associated with them namely, Trika, Cult of 

Tripurasundar¢, Krama and cult of Kubjik¡. Each of these has distinctive 

pantheons, mantra-s, ma¸·ala-s, mythical saints and myths of origin. 

The Division of Ëmn¡ya-s and Cults  

 

 

                                                 P£rv¡mn¡ya 

 

 

Uttar¡       Uttar¡mn¡ya                                           DakÀi¸¡mn¡ya 
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(Figure: I.2.) 
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The pattern of division of ¡mn¡ya-s and cults associated with them can be 

illustrated as in the (Figure: I. 2.) shown above. 

i. P£rv¡mn¡ya (Eastern Transmission): The Kaula Trika72-This 

is centered on the cult of triad of goddesses (trika) namely Par¡ (pram¡t¤), 

Apar¡ (prameya) and Par¡par¡ (pram¡¸a). These goddesses are 

worshiped either alone or with subordinated Bhairava-s. In their 

masculinised worship, variant of Trika Par¡, Apar¡, and Par¡par¡ are 

worshiped as the powers of Tri¿irobhairava (note that here the Bhairava is 

three headed).73 The principal scriptures that form the part of this line of 

transmission are Siddhayoge¿var¢mata, M¡lin¢vijayottara and Tantra-

sadbh¡va and Tantr¡loka of Abhinavagupta. 

ii. Uttar¡mn¡ya (Northern Transmission): This is believed to be 

directly transmitted by Yogin¢-s. The three major systems belong to the 

Uttar¡mn¡ya are (a) the doctrine of Mata, (b) the Krama system also 

known as Mah¡rtha and (c) the cult of Guhyak¡l¢. 

a) Mata-This cult is rooted in the tradition of Jayadratha y¡mala. 

The worship of twelve K¡l¢-s is the prominent feature of this cult. 

The deities of this cult are conspicuous by their animal faces or 

numerous faces in addition to principal human face. Three 

goddesses occupy prominent position in the ritual system of the cult. 
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They are the Trailokya·¡mara, Matacakre¿var¢ and Ghoraghoratar¡. 

Cinci¸¢matas¡rasa´graha is the other important text dealing with all 

the details of kaula form of mata and its system of ritual.  

b) Krama- it is known for worship of 13 /12 K¡l¢-s along with series 

of sets of deities in affixed sequence (krama). The sequence follow 

the four phases of worship of K¡l¢ namely s¤À¶ikrama, sthitikrama, 

saÆh¡rakrama and an¡khy¡karma. To this Kramasadbh¡va adds the 

fifth phase called bh¡s¡krama.74The fundamental scriptures of the 

system are the Dev¢paµc¡¿ataka and Kramasadbh¡va.  

c) The cult of the Guhyak¡l¢-the order of worship and pantheon of 

the cult are akin to that of Mata. 

iii. Pa¿cim¡mn¡ya (the western transmission): This system is 

centered on the cult of the goddess Kubjik¡.  The word Kubjik¡ literally 

means humped-back and she is visualized so in the scriptures belong to 

western transmission. Mark identifies her early prototypical designations 

as Khaµjin¢, Laghvik¡, Kuk¡r¡, Kuj¡ (with its variants kuj¡mbik¡, 

ár¢kuj¡mbik¡, Kuje¿¢ and Kuje¿var¢,75 Kubj¢, Vakr¡ etc. In her worship 

the trident of Trika is replaced by a triangle.76The principal texts dealing 

with the details of her worship Manth¡nabhairava tantra-it calls itself as 

CaturviÆ¿atis¡hasra and Kubjik¡mata. Apart from these fundamental 
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texts, there are a good number of other texts dealing with the same 

subject. They are; two versions of Manth¡nabhairavatantra namely, 

Amb¡mata-saÆhit¡ and Kulakaulin¢mata, texts related to these primary 

sources viz., Kularatnodyota, ár¢matas¡ra, ár¢matas¡rasa´graha, 

Siddhapaµc¡¿ikh¡ and Kularatnapaµcak¡vat¡ra, some minor texts like 

Nig£·hajµ¡nasadbh¡va-tantra, Kulam£laratnapaµcak¡vat¡ra, 

KubjikopaniÀad, Kubjik¡tantra, and short ones like Siddhapaµc¡¿ikha, 

Kramas£tr¡dhik¡ra and Cinci¸¢mata-s¡rasamuccaya.77 

iv. DakÀi¸¡mn¡ya (southern transmission): This is the cult of 

Tripurasundar¢ also known as the cult of ár¢vidy¡. She is worshipped in 

the ár¢cakra with her retinues. Kerala is considered to be one of its main 

centers and it is a living cult there. The great advaita philosopher 

áa´kar¡c¡rya is said to have propagated this cult in south India. 

According to ár¢vidy¡r¸avatantra, the scriptures of ár¢vidy¡ are found to 

have classified into ár¢kula and K¡l¢kula. The former is divided into K¡di 

(also called as Madhumat¢) and K¡l¢ (also known as M¡lin¢).78 Between 

the K¡di (k¡dimata) is said to be H¡dividy¡pradh¡na, while K¡l¢ 

(k¡lik¡mata) is said to be K¡dividy¡pradh¡na. The below diagram 

(Figure: I.3.) will explain the complex classification pattern and the 

principal texts belonging to ár¢kula and K¡l¢kula traditions. 
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The Division of the Cults of ár¢vidy¡ and their Scriptures 

ár¢kula      K¡l¢kula 

 

K¡di ( Madhumat¢)     K¡li (Malin¢) 

 

H¡dividy¡      K¡dividy¡ 

 

Texts                      Texts 

Nity¡Ào·a¿ik¡r¸ava, M¡t¤k¡r¸ava V¡make¿vara, Jµ¡n¡r¸ava,
 Tripur¡r¸ava, Tantrar¡ja,  áaktisaÆgamatantra  
Yogin¢h¤daya,79 K¡makal¡vil¡sam (Sundar¢kha¸·a),   
      Param¡nandatantra,  

DakÀi¸¡m£rtisaÆhit¡, 
Kulodd¢¿atantra (k¡di/ h¡di), 
Para¿ur¡makalpas£tra (k¡/h¡), 
Nityotsava, ár¢vidy¡r¸ava, 
ár¢vidy¡ratnas£tra, 
G¡ndharvatantra, Tripur¡rahasya, 
Prapaµcas¡ra, á¡rad¡tilaka 

   
    (Figure: I.3.) 

As the diagram suggests there are two ways of classifying canons of 

the ár¢vidy¡ cult namely, they are divided first into ár¢kula and K¡l¢kula 

and further divisions are made under these two heads. In the second 

method all the divisions proceed from the ár¢kula. The word vidy¡ denotes 

mantra and the k¡dividy¡ refers to a mantra beginning with the letter ka. 
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The differences between these two sub-divisions lie not only the letters of 

mantra but system of worship also.  

Mudr¡p¢¶ha 

This division follows the path of Mantrap¢¶ha. The three principal 

tantra-s form the part of this classification is H¤dbheda, M¡t¤bheda and 

Kubjik¡mata. 

II. Ma¸·alap¢¶ha 

This is said to be equally present in all the other p¢¶ha-s. 

The Tantra-s of Kashmir áaivism 

The Kashmir áaivism is still a subject for academic pursuit for 

many eastern as well as western scholars even today. Several important 

studies have appeared particularly during last three decades and every 

year new books are coming out under the title or related to "Kashmir 

áaivism". Every study claims to be written from different perspectives. 

One of the main reasons that deeply engage the scholars in the works of 

Kashmirian intellectuals is their high literary standard coupled with 

unfathomable intellectual depth. Unless and until scholars are able to rise 

to level of those Kashmirian preceptors intellectually at least, their works 

contribute little, if not misleading, to understanding the depth of doctrines 
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of Kashmirian intellectuals. The works produced by them comprise either 

of independent treatise or extensive commentaries. Kashmir is also known 

for giving birth to high order, learned exegetes. Wallis observes that their 

discourse concerning the nature of the reality is built on three levels. 

[. . .] their arguments concerning the nature of the reality are built 

on three levels; through reason, through appeal to scriptures, and 

through appeal to personal experience. these three methods of 

discourse corresponded to three spheres of discourse: the first 

method could be used in debate with Buddhists and other non-

áaivas, the second in debate with áaivas schools of other than 

that of the author, and all three in instruction of the author’s own 

disciples.80 

Generally, there are said to have three schools of áaivism 

developed in Kashmir. They are the Spanda, Pratyabhijµ¡ and Trika. 

Since the fundamental doctrines and texts of the Trika School are 

discussed already, the brief sketch of distinguishing characteristics of 

other two schools is given below.  

The Spanda School 

Vasugupta (c. 825-875 A.D.) is considered to be founding father of 

the Spanda school. His áivas£tra features first in the chronological order 
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of scriptures of Kashmir áaivism. The legend has it that the s£tra-s were 

revealed to him in a dream as to have been written on a rock. His work 

áivas£tra is said to be a verbatim of what was engraved on the rock. Later 

on, it was his disciple Kalla¶a (c.850-900 A.D.) who carried further 

Vasugupta's teaching through his Spandak¡rik¡.81 The works attributed to 

Kalla¶a are the Spandasarvasva, Tattv¡rthacint¡ma¸¢, Spandas£tra82and 

Madhuv¡hin¢. Several commentaries were written on the Spandak¡rik¡. 

They are 1) Spandav¤tti- this is Kalla¶a's own short commentary 2) 

Spandaviv¤ti (Spandavivara¸as¡ram¡tra) by R¡maka¸¶ha, 3) Spanda-

nir¸aya and Spandasandoha by KÀemar¡ja  and 4) Spandaprad¢pik¡ by 

Utpalabha¶¶a. 

The Pratyabhijµ¡ School 

Som¡nanda (c. 900-950) is considered to be the founder of 

Pratybhijµ¡ School. He expounds the basic tenets of the school through 

his áivad¤À¶i.83 But the system gets its name after Utpaladeva (both son as 

well as disciple of Som¡nanda, 9th-10th century A.D), whom Wallis rightly 

describes as "who possessed one of the greatest intellects and one of the 

most passionately devotional hearts in the whole documented history of 

the non-dual áiva tantra."84He is the author of the Ì¿vara-

pratyabhijµ¡k¡rik¡ in which he expanded further the teachings of his 
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preceptor in a relatively simple and intelligible manner.  He is known to 

have written a commentary on his own work known as Ì¿vara-

pratyabhijµ¡k¡rik¡viv¤ti and another one called Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡¶¢k¡. 

Later on the great philosopher Abhinavagupta had written two 

commentaries, one short and one long, on the same. They are the 

Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡vimar¿in¢ (laghv¢)and Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡-

viv¤tivimar¿in¢ (b¤hat¢). 

Utpala is also known to have written a group of three works, 

known as "Siddhitray¢" namely the Aja·apram¡t¤siddhi, Ì¿varasiddhi, 

Sambandhasiddhi and two v¤tti-s on them called as Ì¿varasiddhiv¤tti and 

Sambandhasiddhiv¤tti. The hymn "áivastrotr¡val¢85 is also attributed to 

him. 

LakkÀma¸agupta appears next in the line of tradition. None of his 

writings, if any, survives today. Subsequently it was his disciple 

Abhinavagupta (c. 975-1025 A.D.) who took the system into its heights.  

Abhinavagupta and His Works 

Being a prolific writer, Abhinavagupta, the great intellect and 

tantric preceptor India has ever produced, carried further the teachings of 

his teachers and gave firm philosophical as well as gnostic foundation to 
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then existing non-dual áaiva traditions of Kashmir. His works can be 

categorized into three heads 1. Commentaries 2. Independent works and 3. 

Hymns. Some of his well known works are as following; 

Commentaries 

1) Par¡tri¿ik¡ vivara¸a 2) Bhagavadg¢t¡rthasa´graha and 3) 

áivad¤À¶y¡locana. 

Independent Works 

1) Tantr¡loka (his magnum opus, to it Jayaratha has written an extensive 

commentary called 'Viveka') 2) Tantras¡ra 3) Tantrava¶adh¡nik¡ 4) 

M¡lin¢-vijayav¡rttika and 5) Param¡rthas¡ra (this has been commented 

by a South Indian Yogar¡ja (second half of 11th century A.D.). 

Hymns 

1) Anuttar¡À¶ik¡ 2) Param¡rthadv¡da¿ik¡ 3) Param¡rthacarc¡ 4) Mahopa-

de¿aviÆ¿atikaÆ 5) KramastotraÆ 6) BhairavastavaÆ 7) Dehasthadevat¡-

cakrastotraÆ and 8) AnubhavanivedanaÆ. 

Literary productions did not cease after Abhinavagupta but it 

continued triumphant march for at least two more centuries until the 

Muslim invasion in the 13th century A.D. put an end to all developments. 
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Among the Abhinavagupta's successors KÀemar¡ja stands out as gigantic 

figure who furthered the teachings of his master mostly through his 

extensive and learned commentaries. His works are as following; 

1) Pratyabhijµ¡h¤dayaÆ 2) Par¡prave¿ik¡ 3) Sivas£travimar¿in¢ 4) 

Spanda-nir¸ayaÆ 5) SpandasandohaÆ 6) Stavacint¡ma¸i viv¤ti- a 

commentary on the Stavacint¡ma¸i of Bha¶¶an¡r¡ya¸a 7) Svacchanda 

udyota- a commentary on Svacchandatantra, 8) Netrodyota- a 

commentary on Netratantra 9) Vijµ¡nabhairavodyota 10) áivastrotr¡val¢-

¶ik¡ and 11.S¡mbapaµc¡¿ik¡¶¢k¡. 

These are the principal writings of founders of each school and 

their immediate followers. But the picture will not be complete if the 

works of same stature produced in Kashmir are not included in the list. 

The other important works of this nature are as following; 

1) áivas£trav¡rtika of Varadar¡ja ( 11th century A.D., a well known South 

Indian disciple of KÀemar¡ja 2) Param¡rthas¡raviv¤ti by Yogar¡ja(11th 

century A.D., another disciple of KÀemar¡ja) 3) Tantr¡lokaviveka and a 

commentary on V¡make¿var¢mata by Jayaratha (12th century A.D.) 4) 

Mah¡rthamaµjar¢ (a text of Kaula tradition written in Maharashtriyan 

ApabhraÆ¿a language) of Mahe¿var¡nandan¡tha (12th century A.D.) 5) 

Mah¡nayaprak¡¿a (written in Kashmiri ApabhraÆ¿a) of R¡j¡naka 
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ár¢ka¸¶ha (12th century A.D.) 6) Dev¢n¡mavil¡sa of Sahib Kaul and 7) 

Bh¡skar¢- Bh¡skaraka¸¶ha's commentary on Abhinavagupta's Vimar¿in¢ 

on  Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡. 

VaiÀ¸avism 

The Bh¡gavatism is said to be the earliest VaiÀ¸ava tradition, for 

there are several inscriptional evidences particularly of Gupta period 

suggesting the existence of cult by the epigraphic usage of the word 

'paramabh¡gavata', 'mah¡bh¡gavata' etc. In earlier sources it denoted 

those who are devoted to cult of N¡r¡ya¸a, but in later periods it even 

meant to include the yogic and ascetic undercurrents of the cult in addition 

to devotion to N¡r¡ya¸a.86 

The Classifications of Tantric VaiÀ¸ava Scriptures 

There are two divisions of tantric VaiÀ¸ava scriptures namely, 

P¡µcar¡tra and Vaikh¡nasa.87  As a cult, the P¡µcar¡tra system is 

believed to be the earliest VaiÀ¸ava tradition that existed in Kashmir even 

before the predominance of áaivism.88 

The P¡µcar¡tra Cult 

The earliest reference to the word P¡µcar¡tra is found in 

áatapathabr¡hma¸a (XIII.6.1.1, 7.9) where N¡r¡ya¸a is said to have 
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performed a p¡µcar¡tra puruÀamedha sacrifice for five days and nights 

after which he is said to have surpassed all beings and become the entire 

universe.89 It is also said to have connected with the lost Vedic¿¡kh¡ 

(school) Ek¡yana.90 The N¡r¡ya¸¢yaparvan (XII.321-329) of the great 

epic Mah¡bh¡rata is earliest known source to refer to the doctrinal and 

ritual characteristics of the ancient P¡µcar¡tra tradition. 

The term P¡µcar¡tra is interpreted in a number of ways within the 

texts of P¡µcar¡tra themselves.91Interestingly, the tail-end word r¡tra has 

yielded to wide range of interpretations including night, day and night, 

knowledge92and ignorance. So texts seem to be interpreting the term 

P¡µcar¡tra based on the preference for meaning of the word r¡tra.  

F.O. Schrader, who pioneered the studies on P¡µcar¡tra and made 

an extensive survey of available texts, has observed that the tradition's 

name can be traced back to one of its doctrines, namely the doctrine of 

ViÀ¸u's five forms of manifestation namely para, vy£ha, vibhava, 

antary¡min and arc¡.93 Whereas according to J.A.Van Buitenen, the name 

P¡µcar¡tra derives from its cult specific ritual practices rather than from 

its philosophy, as these practices form the main content of the SaÆhit¡-

s.94 
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The P¡µcar¡tra literature 

It is held traditionally that the numbers of the P¡µcar¡tra canons 

are 108. Against this conventional belief F.O. Schrader has brought out 

the details of 210 SaÆhit¡-s in his pioneering study of P¡µcar¡tra canons 

'Introduction to the P¡µcar¡tra and the AhirbudhnyasaÆhit¡'.95 

Among the SaÆhita-s the three namely Jay¡khyasaÆhit¡, 

PauÀkarasaÆhit¡ and S¡tvatasaÆhit¡, also known as "Ratnatraya",96 are 

considered to be most authoritative.97 Notably later texts seem to have 

listed a group of six more texts as authoritative. They are Sanatkum¡ra, 

Padma, Parama, Padmodbhava, M¡hendra and K¡¸va SaÆhita-s.98 

As noted by several scholars that Kashmirian polymath 

UtpalavaiÀ¸ava, who flourished in Kashmir in the tenth century A.D., had 

seen quoted from S¡tvata and Jay¡khya in his commentary on 

Spandak¡rik¡, which means both these texts were well known relatively 

earlier than the other texts.99 But recently Diwakar Acharya has come 

forward with evidences of even earlier SaÆhita-s namely Jayottaratantra, 

Sv¡yambhuvap¡µcar¡tra, Dev¡m¤tap¡µcar¡tra and V¡sudevakalpa and 

he has also started editing these texts.100 
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With respect to the date and provenance of SaÆhit¡-s, O. Schrader 

and Mitsunori Matsubara argue that the ratnatraya-s and 

AhirbudhnyasaÆhit¡ were likely to have been written in Kashmir; and the 

rest after the ár¢ VaiÀ¸ava tradition got well established in South India.101 

O. Schrader attests eighth century A.D. to AhirbudhnyasaÆhit¡ (around 

600 A.D. according to Mitsunori) whereas Sanderson argues that it 

postdates Pratyabhijµ¡ H¤daya of KÀemar¡ja (1000-1050 A.D).  And also 

he puts forth substantial evidences to show AhirbudhnyasaÆhit¡'s south 

Indian origin which is also against the views of Schrader. Rest of the 

SaÆhit¡-s, according to Mitsunori, are much later compositions and his 

chronological arrangement of SaÆhita-s is as following; Parama, 

Sanatkum¡ra (later than 600 A.D. and earlier than 900 A.D.), Ì¿vara, 

Parame¿vara, N¡rad¢ya, LakÀm¢tantra, ViÀvaksena, Padma, Vi¿v¡mitra, 

áeÀa, Aniruddha, Sr¢pra¿na, ViÀ¸u, Brahm¡, á¡n¸·iya, B¤hadbrahma and 

N¡radap¡µcar¡tra.102 V. Varadachari has observed that of these 

LakÀm¢tantra and AhirbudhnyasaÆhit¡ have devoted comparatively more 

chapters on process of creation than rituals. And the texts like 

ËnandasaÆhit¡, Ì¿varasaÆhit¡, N¡rad¢yasaÆhit¡, P¡dmasaÆhit¡, 

Bh¡radv¡jasaÆhit¡, M¡rka¸·eyasaÆhit¡, LakÀm¢tantra, Vi¿v¡mitra 

saÆhit¡, ViÀ¸utantra and Sanatkum¡rasaÆhit¡ have more than one 
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version.103 Of these Ì¿vara-saÆhit¡, P¡dmasaÆhit¡ and 

P¡rame¿varasaÆhit¡ are predominantly South Indian. 

Just like Siddh¡nt¡gama-s, an ideal SaÆhit¡ is said to following 

the four-fold system of classification of contents. But most of extent texts 

do not conform to this general rule. Remarkably, the PadmasaÆhit¡ and 

Sanatkum¡rasaÆhit¡ (brahmar¡tra, ¿ivar¡tra, indrar¡tra and ¤Àir¡tra) are 

the only two texts containing the four p¡da-s. Similar to some of Ëgama-

s, certain SaÆhit¡-s have also been divided into three or more sections. 

For example: the Jµ¡n¡m¤tas¡ra has been divided into five parts, called as 

r¡tra-s. The N¡r¡ya¸¢yasaÆhit¡ is found to be divided into three k¡¸·¡-s 

called jµ¡navaibhavak¡¸·a, yajµavaibhavak¡¸·a-and iÀ¶ivaibhava-

k¡¸·a. Quite interestingly, kriy¡ or cary¡ sections of many of these 

SaÆhit¡-s are preserved intact, but not vidy¡ and yoga sections. 

In another system of classification the P¡µcar¡tra texts are 

classified into four heads viz., ¡gamasiddh¡nta, mantrasiddh¡nta, tantra-

siddh¡nta and tantr¡ntarasiddh¡nta.104 

The Contents of the SaÆhita-s105 

According to P¡rame¿varasaÆhit¡, core of the theological 

discussion of SaÆhit¡-s revolves around; 1) Essential Nature of God106 2) 
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His six supreme qualities (À¡·gu¸ya)107 3) The four vy£ha-s 4) Creation, 

preservation and destruction of worlds108 5) Sub vy£ha-s109 6) The 

vibhava-s110 and secondary  manifestation 7) Essential form of LakÀm¢ 

and 8) Essential form of J¢v¡tman. 

The Vaikh¡nasa Cult 

The term Vaikh¡nasa denotes hermits in Vedic literature. 

Dharma¿¡tra-s consider Vaikh¡nasa-s along with v¡lakhilya-s and phena-

s as hermits (v¡naprastha), those who have entered third stage of life. The 

Vaikh¡nasa-s perceive themselves as belonging to Vaikh¡nasa ¿¡kh¡ of 

Yajurveda that is one of the three ¿¡kha-s of the same, the other two being 

taittir¢yaka and v¡jasaneyaka. Two medieval Vaikh¡nasa texts namely 

ËnandasaÆhit¡ and ËdisaÆhit¡ explicitly express their affiliation with 

aukhyas¡kha of Yajurveda. The principal texts of the Vaikh¡nasa-s are the 

Vaikh¡nasasm¡rtas£tra and Vaikh¡nasa¿rautas£tra (later than fourth 

century), both are believed to have written by the sage Vikhanas. He is 

well known as an author of Dharma and G¤hya section of Vedic literature. 

His authority in several Vedic rites is evidenced from the citations made 

by the Dharmas£tra-s of Bauddh¡yana (II.6.16), G¤hyas£tra-s of 

Agnive¿a (II.6.5) and Bauddh¡yana (II.9.17), árautas£tra-s of Bau-

ddh¡yana (II.24.3) and the árautas£tra-s of Hira¸yake¿in (XIX.3.14).111 
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But the Vaikh¡nasa¿rautas£tra does not mention Vikhanas as its author 

while the Vaikh¡nasasm¡rtas£tra do, but at the extreme end of two 

chapters (9.5; 10.15).112 The former consists not only of g¤hya (domestic 

rites) and dharma (rules of conduct) parts but it also deals with three 

specific features: (i) omnipresence of devotion to N¡r¡ya¸a-viÀ¸u, (ii) the 

importance given to image worship (the installation rituals and daily 

worship of ViÀ¸u's image at home, in a temple or in a sacrificial ground) 

and (iii) lengthy prescriptions of hermitic and ascetic practices.113 Its 

importance lies in being the only text of its kind elaborating on the yogic 

practices to be followed by hermits who have entered fourth stage of life. 

The four stages of life are of a vedic student, house-holder, hermit and 

renouncer-which is reserved only for Brahmins.114 

Classifications of the Vaikh¡nasa Literature 

Other than these two texts (i.e., Vaikh¡nasa¿rautas£tra and 

Vaikh¡nasasm¡rtas£tra) Vikhanas is not known to have written any other 

works of same nature. Generally known Vaikh¡nasasaÆhit¡-s are later 

compositions primarily by his four disciples namely Atri, Ka¿yapa, Bh¤gu 

and Mar¢ci and sometimes tradition attributes A´giras also as the author 

of medieval Vaikh¡nasa corpus.115 Generally the works written by these 

four are known as tantra-s, k¡¸·a-s, adhik¡ra-s and saÆhit¡-s 
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respectively. The works attributed to Atri are P£rvatantra, Ëtreyatantra / 

Mah¡saÆhit¡, ViÀ¸utantra and Uttaratantra. Though Satyak¡¸·a, Tarka-

k¡¸·a / Karmak¡¸·a, Jµ¡nak¡¸·a, Sant¡nak¡¸·a and K¡¿yapa-k¡¸·a 

are said to be written by K¡¿yapa the Jµ¡nak¡¸·a is the only work 

available today. The Bh¤gu's compositions are Khil¡dhik¡ra, Pur¡dhik¡ra 

/ tantra, M¡n¡dhik¡ra /Arcan¡dhik¡ra, Var¸¡dhik¡ra, Nirukt¡dhik¡ra, 

Prak¢r¸¡dhik¡ra, Yajµ¡dhik¡ra, V¡s¡dhik¡ra, Kriy¡dhik¡ra, Citr¡dhi-

k¡ra, Pratig¤hy¡dhik¡ra, Khilatantra and Uttaratantra. The works of 

Mar¢c¢ are JayasaÆhit¡, ËnandasaÆhit¡, SaÆjµ¡nasaÆhit¡, V¢ra-

saÆhit¡, VijayasaÆhit¡, VijitasaÆhit¡, VimalasaÆhit¡ and Jµ¡na-

saÆhit¡. Among these ËnandasaÆhit¡ is the only work available today. 

The entire list and classification of Vaikh¡nasasaÆhit¡-s can be found 

enumerated in the four texts namely Vim¡n¡rcanakalpa, ËnandasaÆhit¡, 

Yajµ¡dhik¡ra and Sam£rt¡rc¡dhikara¸a.116 

These fundamental texts of the Vaikh¡nasa tradition are believed to 

have composed between ninth and thirteenth centuries A.D. The major 

difference between the Vaikh¡nasasm¡rts£tra and later SaÆhita-s is the 

former is primarily concerned with ascetic practices despite of its 

preference for image worship. But latter SaÆhita-s are less bothered about 
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the ascetic practices instead they emphasize on the importance of temple 

rituals and priest-hood. 

Just like the P¡µcar¡trin-s,Vaikh¡nasa-s also postulate about the 

five-fold manifestation of Vishnu but it contrasts with the vy£ha theory of 

the latter in several respects.  They are ViÀ¸u (the all-pervading one and 

the central figure, the original and highest of them), PuruÀa (god as the 

principle of life), Satya (god as static and beginningless existence), 

Acyuta (god, the changeless one), and Aniruddha (god as the one who 

cannot be limited or reduced).117  These five forms of manifestations 

equated with the five-fold fire of vedic sacrificial tradition. 

As in the other tantric traditions, initiation is the pre-requisite to 

priesthood and it is done during the eighth month of pregnancy 

(garbhad¢kÀ¡). The Vaikh¡nasasm¡rtas£tra's account of initiation starts 

from the time of observance of the S¢mantonnayana (tracing the furrow in 

the hair of a women in the eighth month of her pregnancy) which is 

followed by offering rice cooked in milk to the god ViÀ¸u. After the 

offering is made, it is given to the pregnant woman. By taking the rice in 

it is believed that the fetus is initiated (garbhad¢kÀ¡) into the cult. The 

observance of this unique form of initiation makes Vaikh¡nasa-s different 
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from P¡µcar¡trin-s. But it is observed that relatively early Vaikh¡nasa 

texts do not refer to garbhad¢kÀ¡ at all.118 

Notably the productions liturgical texts continued even after 

composition of fundamental SaÆhit¡-s. Traditionalists of modern era also 

have attempted to extend the cultic teachings and practices through the 

composition of ritual manuals or commentarial works. But they do not 

enjoin the status of traditional SaÆhit¡-s, but still are held important. Of 

these later works include the commentary on the Vaikh¡nasadharmas£tra 

by N¤siÆha V¡japeyin (post dates 14th century A.D.) and his own manual 

on image worship ár¢madbhagavadarcanaprakara¸a. The latter has 

received an extensive commentary called Arcan¡navan¢ta by 

Ke¿av¡c¡rya. He is also known to have written two handbooks on public 

worship namely SarvapratiÀ¶h¡vidhidarpa¸a and Brahmotsav¡nu-

krama¸ik¡ and a handbook on domestic rituals viz., Vaikh¡nasa-

g¤hyas£tradarpa¸a.119 

The other important author falls in this line of tradition is 

Bha¶¶abh¡skara, whose commentary on Vaikh¡nasamantrapra¿na is held 

very important by traditionalists. The ár¢niv¡sa D¢kÀita (17-18 centuries 

A.D.) is another influential author who is attributed to have tried to 

establish a ved¡ntic Vaikh¡nasa school and also known to have 
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commented on the Brahmas£tra, known as LakÀm¢vi¿iÀ¶¡dvaitabh¡Àya. 

Throughout his commentary he seemed holding aloft the principle that 

image worship is the primary means to liberation. The works to his credit 

are a commentary on Param¡tmika (a collection of gnomic mantra-s that 

forms the chapter of the Vaikh¡nasamantrapra¿na), commentary on 

Vaikh¡nasa¿rautas£tra, Tithinir¸ayak¡rik¡ (an astrological treatise), and 

Vaikh¡nasamahim¡maµjar¢ (a eulogy of the Vaikh¡nasa tradition). 

It is a remarkable point that a Keralite, Sundarar¡ja (1841-1905 

A.D.) has been counted as a celebrated commentator by Vaikh¡nasa 

tradition. His works are Uttamabrahmavidy¡s¡ra, commentaries on the 

works of ár¢niv¡sad¢kÀita viz., Nigamac£d¡darpa¸a, commentary on 

LakÀm¢vi¿iÀ¶¡dvaitabh¡Àya and a biography of ár¢niv¡sa D¢kÀita known 

as ár¢niv¡sad¢kÀitacarita.120 

The Buddhist Tantra 

Tantrism as a cult was never remained confined to geographical 

boundaries of political India, but crossed all the boundaries of nationality. 

There are enough textual and scriptural evidences proving the evolution of 

tantrism into a common religion in South Asian countries. Just as all cults 

of tantrism share some commonalities, Tantric Buddhism shares the 
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common characteristic of áaivatantra-s, particularly that of áaivism of 

Mantram¡rga.121 

Classification of the Buddhist Tantric Literature 

Canons of Buddhist tantra are broadly divided into five namely, 

1) Kriy¡ (tantra-s of action): e.g., Anantamukhadh¡ra¸¢s£tra, 

Amit¡bhadhy¡nas£tra, Maµju¿r¢yam£lakalpa etc.  

2)   Cary¡ (tantra-s of observance):  e.g., Mah¡vairocanasaÆbodhi.  

3) Yoga (tantra-s of Yoga): e.g., Tattvasa´graha-s£tra, Sarva-

tath¡gatatattvasa´graha, Param¡dya, Mah¡v¢rocan¡bhi-

saÆbodhis£tra etc. 

4) Yogottara (tantra-s of higher Yoga): e.g., Guhyasam¡ja, 

Advayasamat¡vijaya etc.  

5) Yog¡nuttara122(tantra-s of supreme Yoga)/ Yogin¢ tantra-s/ 

Yoganiruttaratantra: e.g., LaghusaÆvara (m£latantra), K¡lacakra, 

Mah¡m¡ya, Buddhakap¡la, CatuÀp¢¶ha, Mah¡mudr¡tilaka, Abhi-

dh¡nottaratantra, SaÆpu¶otbhavatantra, Hevajra, Ú¡kin¢vajra-

paµjara, Sarvabuddhasam¡yoga, Heruk¡bhidh¡na, Rigy¡rali, 

Vajr¡rali, Ca¸·amah¡roÀa¸a, Vajra·¡ka, Guhyako¿a, Vajr¡m¤ta, 

CakrasaÆvara, VajracatuÀp¢¶ha etc.123 
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This classification is presented in ascending order. The tantra-s 

belong to each of categories are noted for their exoteric or esoteric nature. 

The interesting aspect of this division is that unlike four-fold division of 

content of áaiva tantra-s i.e., vidy¡, kriy¡, cary¡ and yoga, Buddhist 

tantra-s are categorized under each one of these divisions. But it is to be 

noted that there is no group of texts called Vidy¡tantra-s. This system of 

classification suggests that a text belongs to a particular division does not 

deal with topics of other division of canons. 

Of the above classifications of tantra-s, the Kriy¡tantra-s 

(mantrakalpa) are mainly concerned with achieving worldly ends. They 

are not much bothered about philosophical speculations. One of the 

remarkable features of this division of tantra-s is they do not consider 

initiation as a necessary prerequisite to learn the scriptures and perform 

the rituals.124 

According to Sanderson a comparison can be made between 

Buddhist Cary¡ and Yoga tantra-s with that of áaiva Siddh¡nta cult of 

Sad¡¿iva. Similarly, the scriptures of more esoteric and heteropractic 

traditions of higher Yoga and supreme Yoga can be compared with tantra-

s of Mantrap¢¶ha and Vidy¡p¢¶ha.125  As further observed by him there 
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are also similarities between Yogin¢tantra-s and tantra-s of Vidy¡p¢¶ha 

even in ritual procedures, style of observance, deities, mantras, 

mama¸·alas, ritual dress code, K¡p¡lika accoutrements, specialized 

terminology, secret gestures and secret jargons.126 

There are some beliefs and practices common to both áaivism of 

Mantram¡rga and Tantric Buddhism. Wallis notes these common features 

are as; 

1. Prerequisite of initiation and the importance of guru.  

2. Initiates are to view the guru as an embodiment of deity. 

3. Liberation means in a sense becoming the deity itself. 

4. Possibility of an immersion into true nature at any 

moment.127 

The Tantric Cult of Bengal 

Geographically, Bengal was another strong hold of tantric cults. 

Though it is the land known for antinomian and shamanic practices of 

gruesome aspects of Tantrism, it was here that the mild Sahaj¢ya cult of 

VaiÀ¸avism had originated. It is the land where K¡l¢ is worshipped in her 
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most ferocious form in temples and it spread later into adjacent regions 

like Assam and Orissa.  

The tantra-s written in Bengal are divided into several categories. 

They are Buddhist, á¡kta and VaiÀ¸ava tantra-s and their date of 

composition extend from sixth to fifteenth centuries A.D.  

The Buddhist Tantra-s of Bengal 

Among the extant Buddhist tantra-s produced in Bengal in Sanskrit 

language Kaulajµ¡nanir¸ayais considered to be very much important.  

The other works of the kind are Tattvasa´graha and Tattvasiddhi of 

á¡ntarakÀita (eighth century A.D), Cakrasambarama¸·alaviddhitattv¡-

vat¡ra of Kum¡ravajra (10th century A.D.), Herukas¡dhan¡ of Div¡kara-

candra (11th century A.D), Vajray¡na S¡dhan¡ of Jet¡ri, and 

commentaries such as ár¢sampu¶atantrar¡ja called as Ëmn¡yamaµjar¢, 

Buddhakap¡latantra and Vajr¡valin¡mama¸·alop¡khy¡ of Abhay¡kara-

gupta (11th century A.D), Vi¿eÀatattva¶¢k¡ and Dev¡ti¿aya¶¢k¡ of Prajµ¡-

varman. And there are some minor works also.128 

The á¡kta Tradition of Bengal: The Da¿amah¡vidy¡ Cult 

The canonical divisions and their characteristics discussed so far 

are mostly originated in Kashmir and adjacent regions and later flourished 
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either there itself or other parts of the subcontinent. But the 

Da¿amah¡vidy¡ cult has a different history of origin and practice. It 

originated in Bengal and was predominantly associated with the tantric 

practices of this part of India. The ten goddesses are K¡l¢, T¡r¡, 

Tripurasundar¢, Bhuvane¿var¢, Bhairav¢, Chinnamast¡, Dh£m¡vat¢, 

Baga½¡mukh¢, M¡ta´g¢ and Kamal¡. 

The principal texts expounding the details of their rituals are 

áaktisaÆgamatantra- which deals with only the ritual system of four 

goddesses K¡l¢, T¡r¡, Sundar¢ and Chinnamast¡ in the four divisions of 

the same text, á¡ktapramoda, Pr¡¸atoÀi¸¢, and Ëgamarahasya of 

Sarayuprasada  Dvivedi. This being solely an alternative ritual system had 

wide currency not only in Bengal and other parts of the country 

particularly Orissa and Assam. 

The Tantra-s of Jainism 

Just like the tantric cults of Buddhism, Jains also had developed 

their own systems of tantric ritual practices. The principal tantric texts are  

Bhairavapadm¡vat¢kalpa- which deals with the worship of 

padm¡vat¢dev¢, who has a form similar to the n¡gayakÀi worshipped in 

the sarppakk¡vu-s of Kerala , Jv¡l¡m¡lin¢kalpa etc.  
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This is just an over view of classifications of tantric canons. A 

detailed philosophical discussion of each school is not attempted here 

owing to the fact that the main intention is to give a general view of 

extend of tantric canons and their divisions. It is necessary to have this as 

a general background for further discussion on rituals. 
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Notes 

 

1  There are several meanings ascribed to the term. See the Sanskrit Ko¿a-s viz., 
áabdakalapadruma, V¡caspatya, Amarako¿a, Medin¢ko¿a and Ny¡yako¿a 
(pp.318-19) for diverse meanings. Also see P.V. Kane's History of 
Dharma¿¡stra, Vol.III.pp.1031-32. But nowhere other than in Tantric 
scriptures will one find it to have employed employed to refer to text of a 
tantric cult. 

2  Andre Padoux observes that the tantrism is " a category of discourse in the 
west" and to use it in a fashionable jargon "it is an etic, not an emic entity." 
See What Do We Mean by Tantrism, The Roots of Tantra, p. 17.  

3 The first literary evidence for it can be seen in Kulluka Bha¶¶a's exegesis to 
Manusm¤ti wherein he says áruti consists of two streams 'vaidik¢' and 
't¡ntrik¢'. (¿ruti¿ca dvividh¡ t¡ntrik¢ vaidik¢ ca) see E. V. R¡man Namp£tiri's 
introduction to Tantrasamuccaya  for how certain authors had distinguished 
these two streams from each other. 

4  The Roots of Tantra, p. 17. 
5  Sir John Woodroffe alias Arthur Avalon through his pioneering works 

projected tantra as a Veda-congruent spiritual tradition whereas, Agehananda 
Bharati tired to highlight anti-vedic and anti-brahmanic tendency of tantra. see 
Annaette Wilke, Recoding the Natural and Animating the Imaginary: Kaula 
Body-practices in the Para¿ur¡makalpas£tra, Ritual Transfers, and the Politics 
of Representation, pp. 23-4.  

6 Buddhism and the issue of Co-functionality with áaivism in the Early 
Medieval Period, p.16. 

7 The áaiva Traditions, The Blackwell Companion to Hinduism, p.203. 
8 Alexis Sanderson has observed that the áaiva literature seem to have been 

classified into three ways: (1) into Saiddh¡ntikatantra-s on the one hand and 
the Mantrap¢¶ha and Vidy¡p¢¶ha divisions of the Bhairava stream 
(bhairavasrotaÅ) on the other, (2) into Tantra-s of Saiddh¡ntika (Írdhva), 
V¡ma and DakÀi¸a streams, and (3) into Saiddh¡ntika Tantra-s and Bhairava 
Tantra-s. see History Through Textual Criticism in the Study of áaivism, the 
P¡µcar¡tra and the Buddhist Yogin¢ Tantras, p.19; Vrajavallabha Dvivedi 
demonstrates various ways of classifying áaiva tantra-s based on the áaiva 
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sources themselves. One of such classifications follow dividing them into 
Srotovibh¡ga, P¢¶havibh¡ga and Amn¡yavibh¡ga. In the first division there 
are two sub-divisions viz., Trisrota- v¡ma, DakÀi¸a and Siddh¡nta-(this is 
similar to number two in Sanderson's list) and Paµcasrota- this constitutes the 
tantra-s that came out of five face of Sad¡¿iva. They are Siddh¡nta (Upper 
face), G¡ru·a (Eastern face), V¡ma (Northern face), Bh£ta (Western face) and 
Bhairava (Southern face). According to this system the Siddh¡nt¡gama-s 
emanated from the upper face. But Ajit¡gama speaks slight differently as the 
28 Ëgama-s came out of Sad¡¿iva's five faces, not from a particular face. In 
the p¢¶ha system of classification the texts are divided as belonging into 
Vidy¡p¢¶ha, Mantrap¢¶ha, Mudr¡p¢¶ha and Ma¸·alap¢¶ha. Regarding the 
Amn¡ya classification textual sources differ considerably as there are four, 
five and six divisions.   See V.V Dvivedi's Upodgh¡ta (introduction to 
Nity¡Ào·a¿ik¡r¸avaÅ), pp.53-59. 

9 See Mark S.D. Dyczkowski, The Canon of the áaiv¡gama and the Kubjik¡ 
Tantras of the Western Kaula Tradition, pp.16-19. 

10 See Sanderson, L¡kulas, p.156. 
¿¤¸vantu ¤Àayassarve paµcadh¡ yat prak¢rtitam  / 
laukikaÆ vaidikaÆ caiva tath¡dhy¡tmikameva ca // 
atim¡rgaµca mantr¡khyaÆ [. . . ].The same system of classification is seen in 
M¤gendra, PauÀkarap¡rame¿vara, Svacchanda and Jayadrathay¡mala. 

11 ibid., p.157. 
12 ¡dhy¡tmikaÆ s¡Ækhyayog¡dipratip¡dita prak¤tipuruÀavivekajµ¡na-

sarvav¤ttinirodhajµ¡dikaÆ / ibid., p.159. 
13 P¡¿upata, Brill's Encyclopedia of Hinduism, pp.458-59. 
14 To know more about the characteristic features of K¡p¡lika's cult see Judit 

Torzosk, Brill's Encyclopedia of Hinduism, pp.355-61;The Canons of the 
áaiv¡gama and the Kubjik¡ Tantras of the Western Kaula Tradition, pp.26-31. 

15 See Mark, op. cit., pp.20-21. 
16 In addition to these Madhva's Sarvadar¿anasaÆ´graha, Li´gapur¡¸a, 

PaÆp¡m¡h¡tmya- a Pur¡¸a of late origin- etc. also describe the principal 
beliefs and practices of the cult. See Peter Bisschop and Arlo Griffiths, The 
P¡¿upata Obsrvance (Atharvavedapari¿iÀ¶a 40), pp. 318-19. 
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17 Eight of these pram¡¸a texts referred to in Svacchandatantra and 
Ni¿v¡sattvasaÆhit¡ are 1. Paµc¡rthapram¡¸a 2. Guhya or áivaguhya 3. 
Rudr¡´ku¿a 4. H¤daya 5.Vy£ha 6. LakÀa¸a 7. ËkarÀa  and 8. Ëdar¿a. These 
are in fact the names eight Rudras' who said to have propagated these treatises 
(ete rudr¡ etann¡makap¡¿upata¿¡str¡vat¡rak¡Å) see Sanderson, L¡kulas, p. 
171. 

18 evaÆ suduÅkh¡ntaÅ k¡ryaÆ k¡ra¸aÆ yogo vidhiriti paµcaiva pad¡rtha 
sam¡sataÅ upadiÀ¶¡Å /  
P¡¿upata S£tras With Paµc¡rthabh¡Àya of Kaundinya, p.6. 

19 P¡¿upatas, p.459. 
20 L¡kulas, p. 158. 
21 See L¡kulas p. 147 for the differences between Atim¡rga and Mantram¡rga. 
22 Sanderson, EPHE-Lectures-p.5. 
23 See Mark, notes 221, p.152.  

na ¿rutaÆ g¡ru·aÆ kiµcit sadyaÅ pratyayak¡rakam / 
taÆ ¡cakÀhasva sura¿reÀ¶ha mama bhakta¿ca ¿a´kara // 
lakÀa¸aÆ n¡gaj¡t¢n¡Æ garbhotpattima¿eÀataÅ / 
r£pakaÆ sarvan¡g¡n¡Æ vyantaranaÆ ca jatakam // 
grahaykÀhapi¿¡c¡n¡Æ s¡kin¢n¡Æ ca lakÀa¸am / 
b¡lagrah¡¿ca ye kr£r¡Å p¢dyante nitya nirgh¤¸aÅ // (B¤hats£c¢patra  tantra, 
vol. I, p.96) 

24 Mark notes "He stands (or sits?) on a lotus of four petals. On the eastern petal 
is seated Jay¡, on the southern Jaye¿var¢, on the northern Jit¡, while Par¡jit¡ 
in the west. They are sisters of Tumburu and all play V¢¸¡s. Tumburu’s 

association with music- particularly the V¢¸¡- is also brought out by a number 
of Goddesses amongst the many that surround Him who are said to be skilled 
in playing this instrument."  Here the name of four Goddesses appears to be 
slightly different. See Mark, notes to part one, pp.149-151 for the further 
details on the visualization of Tumburu. 

25 Sanderson, Introduction to áaivism (handout), p.3. 
26 See Mark, Notes to part one, p.151.   

xxxxsiddhyartham uktaÆ tad avat¡rakaÅ /  
nayas£tr¡dibhedena v¡maÆ v¡m¡t vinirgatam // (P£rva K¡mik¡gama, 1/25) 
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27 Abhinavagupta speaks of this classification in the context of glorifying the 
supremacy of M¡lin¢vijayottara as it teaches the essence of Trika. 
da¿¡À¶¡da¿avasvaÀ¶abhinnaÆ yacch¡sanaÆ vibhoÅ /  
tats¡raÆ trika¿¡straÆ hi tats¡raÆ m¡lin¢matam // 1.18 

28 See Kira¸a- catuÀp¡dayut¡nyeva, M¤gendr¡gama,Vidy¡p¡da, 2, 2. 
tripad¡rthaÆ catuÀp¡dam mah¡tantram jagadpatiÅ /s£trenaikena sa´g¤hya.., 
Mata´gap¡rame¿var¡gama, Kriy¡p¡da,10, 2: catuÀpad¡rtha ku¿alam,  Helene 
Brunner, The Four P¡das of áaiv¡gamas, The Journal of Oriental Research, 
Madras (Vols. LVI-LXII), fn.21, p.266. 

29 The numbers of pad¡rtha-s vary ranging from three to six according to some 
of the Ëgama-s. The three categories (tripad¡rtha-s) are pati (áiva), pa¿u 
(fettered soul) and p¡¿a (bondages) and they are ontologically distinct from 
each other. The áiva does five acts (paµcak¤tya) viz., s¤À¶i (creation), sthiti 
(maintenance), saÆh¡ra (re-absorption), rodha/nirodha, tirobh¡va/saÆrakÀa¸a 
(concealment) and anugraha (grace) at his will. The last two actions are 
executed in favor of fettered souls by which he restrains the eternal nature of 
souls to limited beings and grant them liberation after the impurities are 
completely stripped of. The pa¿u is the technical term for an individual who is 
also infinite, not created, and possess all the attributes of áiva at his core. The 
only difference is that pa¿u-s are totally unaware of their omnipotence and 
omnipresence due to their everlasting association with the impurities.  
ato an¡dimalabandh¡t k¡ra¸¡tte pum¡Æso an¢¿varaÅ, anabhivyaktajµatva-
kart¤tva bala malaniv¤ttameva tadabhivyakteÅ, ibid, p.15. 

30 The áaivasiddh¡nta postulates about two distinct processes of creation viz., 
pure and impure. In the pure creation (consists of five principles áiva, áakti, 
Sad¡siva, Ì¿vara and áuddhavidy¡) áiva is the efficient cause (nimittak¡ra¸a) 
whereas, the bindu acts as the material cause (up¡d¡nak¡ra¸a). While in the 
creation of impure principles (consists of rest of the thirty-one principles 
beginning with m¡y¡ up to p¤thiv¢) Ananta is the efficient cause and m¡y¡-
Unlike the m¡y¡ of vedantins, áaivasiddh¡ntins' view m¡y¡ as single, eternal, 
and unconscious source of worlds and everything in them, including the 
bodies and faculties of each soul- becomes the material cause. See Sanderson, 
The Doctrine of M¡lin¢vijayottara, p.282.  
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    The creation of the pure universe proceeds from áiva with the 
emergence of seventy crores of mantra-s. There are eight divinities, considered 
to be lords of mantra-s known as vidye¿vara-s with Ananta is their chief. 
Subsequently he (áiva) creates v¢rabhadra, chief of 100 Rudra-s, Brahman, 
ViÀ¸u etc. In the creation of impure universe áiva gets it done through an 
intermediary, Ananta. He agitates m¡y¡ in order to initiate the process of 
creation and as a result kal¡, vidy¡ and r¡ga evolve. From the r¡ga evolves the 
pradh¡na or avyakta and rest of the creation process is similar to that of 
S¡Ækhya. The sole purpose of creating the world is to give an opportunity to 
those souls who are not experienced the fruits of their past actions to get 
released from the bonds of karma. It is áiva who alone capable of releasing 
souls and when he feels that a soul is ripen enough to be released, he grants his 
omniscience and omnipotence. In the case of those souls who are born as 
human beings, áiva grants liberation through the ritual of initiation (d¢kÀ¡) 
which he accomplishes through a human officient (¡c¡rya). The Saiddh¡ntika-
s attach very much importance to ritual because the p¡¿a- the unique 
characteristic feature of p¡¿a as presented by the Ëgama-s is it is a material 
(dravya), not an abstract concept-can be removed by a corresponding action 
(kriy¡ / vy¡p¡raÅ) alone. This does not happen otherwise, i.e., by mere 
knowledge of reality.  That is why the initiation is so important as far as 
áaivasddh¡ntin-s are concerned. It is the impurity (mala) causes soul to 
experience the influential powers of products of m¡y¡ viz., vidy¡ (limited 
knowledge), kal¡ (restricted action), niyatiÅ (the effects of past actions) and 
k¡laÅ (limited time). When a soul is caught under the influence of m¡y¡, it is 
subjected to the cycle of several births and re-births to experience the fruit of 
actions carried out in previous lives.  

There are four fetters (p¡¿a-s) restraining a soul from its unlimited 
freedom. The four p¡¿a-s are impurity, (mala/prav¤ttiÅ)), m¡y¡ /granthip¡¿aÅ, 
past actions (karma) and power of áiva's will which holds souls to subject 
these three (rodha¿aktiÅ /¢¿abalam). The mala is of three kinds viz., ¡¸ava, 
m¡y¢ya and k¡rma. And those who are bound by mala-s are classified in to 
three. They are 1) vijµ¡nakal¡-s: those who are restricted by only the powers 
mala, 2) pra½ay¡kala-s: those who are being affected by mala and k¡rman, and 
3) sakala-s: those who are totally affected by mala, karma and m¡ya. áiva 
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liberates the souls at his free will by weakening the powers of impurity that 
results in the souls to desire for shunning worldly pleasures and pains and 
strives to find an officient to get initiated. This attitude and commitment are 
said to be the perfect signs of ¿aktip¡ta (the descent of power). Then the 
officient proceeds by performing subsequent rituals of initiation that enable 
the candidate to perform rituals prescribed in the Ëgama-s and learn the 
scriptures. These philosophical postulations are well reflected and inextricably 
interwoven in rituals. 

31 As mentioned earlier the Siddh¡nt¡gama-s hold a dualistic view. Dualism is in 
the sense that J¢va can never become áiva but equal to him (áivasamat¡) 
(¿ivasamatvameveha mokÀo na tu tallayaÅ; Tattvatryanir¸ayav¤tti of 
Bha¶¶ar¡maka¸¶ha, p.12.) and can enjoin the powers namely, omnipotence 
and omniscience. This is too possible only after death. The initiation is the 
necessary precondition to perform the rituals and learn the concerned 
scriptures. Moreover, the initiation is said to be the only means to be 
undergone by a practitioner in order to be eligible for attaining the highest 
reality viz., áivasamat¡. 

32 Helene Brunner, The Place of Yoga in áaiv¡gamas, Pandit N.R. Bhatt 
Facilitation Volume, p.439. 

33 Helene Brunner, Four P¡das of áaiv¡gamas, op. cit., pp. 264-65. 
34 ibid., p.265. 
35 Two Paddhati texts following the quadri-partition are Siddh¡ntas¡raval¢ of 

Trilocana (13th century A.D.) and Ì¿¡na¿ivagurudevapaddhati of 
Ì¿¡na¿ivagurudeva (S¡m¡nya, Mantra, Kriy¡ and Yoga). ibid., p.276. 

36 See Helene Brunner, The Place of Yoga in áaiv¡gamas pp. 426-31; and also 
Goodall's introduction to Par¡khy¡tantra. 

37 Summary of Tantirc áaivism, p.2. 
38 Par¡khy¡tantra, pp. xxiii-xxiv. 
39 ibid., p.xxvii. 
40 See the third volume of Raurav¡gama edited by N.R. Bhatt. There he provides 

the entire list of Up¡gama-s. 
41 Earliest áaiva Guides to Ritual, p.2. 
42 durv¡s¡Å pi´galaÀcaiva ugrajyatotiÅ subodhakaÅ /  

¿r¢ka¸¶ho viÀ¸auka¸¶ha¿ca vidy¡ka¸¶hastathaiva ca //  
r¡maka¸¶ho jµ¡na¿iva jµ¡na¿a´kara eva ca /  
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soma¿aÆbhur brahma¿aÆbhustrilocana¿ivastath¡ //  
aghora¿iva ev¡tha pras¡da¿iva eva ca /  
r¡man¡tha¿iva¿caivam ¢¿¡na¿iva eva ca //  
v¡ru¸¡khya ¿iva¿caiva tad¡s¡c¡ryapu´gavaÅ / 
 etair divyaiÅ ¿iv¡c¡ryaiÅ paddatiÅ paribh¡Àit¡ // 

43 His other known Saiddh¡ntika works are philosophical commentaries on 
Bhojadeva's (Par¡m¡ra king of 11thcentury A.D.)Tattvaprak¡¿a, R¡maka¸¶ha- 
II's N¡dak¡rik¡, ár¢ka¸¶ha's Ratnatraya and the four works of Sadyojyotis 
viz., Tattvasa´graha, Tattvatrayanir¸aya and Bhogak¡rik¡ca; and 
Paµc¡vara¸astava.  See Richard H. Davis, Aghora¿iva's Background, The 
Journal of Oriental Research, Madras,p. 367. 

44 This is not his original but a second name given at the time of initiation. He is 
referred to by Kashmirian exegetes by other names viz., Khe¶akanandana by 
Bha¶¶a N¡r¡ya¸aka¸¶ha, Khe¶akab¡la by Bha¶¶a R¡maka¸¶ha and Khe¶apala 
by Jayaratha. See Pierre-Sylvain Filliozat, The Philosophy of Sadyojyoti, p.20. 

45 Sanderson, The Date of Sadyojyoti, p.9. 
46 ibid., p.3. 
47 Reference to this text is made by T. Ganesan in Concept of Mukti and Its 

Means in áaivasiddh¡nta, fn. 9, p. 5. 
48 T. Ganesan, áaivasiddh¡nta, pp.522-23. 
49 He has been hailed by traditionalists as Sakal¡gamapa¸·iita. T. Ganesan, 

Sanskrit and Tamil for áaivism, p.3 
50 It is further postulated in Civaµ¡ºap°tam that áiva being embodied as 

preceptor (¡c¡rya) keeps the self at his holy feet by removing the constraining 
mala. According to áiv¡grayogi it is áiva who kindles the innate áiv¡nanda of 
the Self after removing all the fetters and pouring the rain of his bliss and 
merging the Self into himself. Nigamajµ¡na adds further that the bliss of the 
liberated self and áiva are of different nature.  

           With respect to means capable of leading to liberation the exegetes of 
principal Siddh¡nt¡gama-s namely, Nar¡ya¸aka¸¶ha, R¡maka¸¶ha and 
Aghora¿iva had held the view that the initiation is the only way out. But the 
followers of áivajµ¡nabodha School believe that it is the dawn of Jµ¡na - the 
undifferentiated unity with áiva- leads the soul to liberation. The liberation 
according to Siv¡grayogin is the manifestation of one's innate áivahood 
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(muktiÅ…malavidara¸ap£rvik¡ siv¡bhivyaktiÅ). See T. Ganesan, Concept of 

Mukti and Its Means in Saivasiddh¡nta, for a detailed discussion on how 
liberation is held differently within the tradition of Tamil áaiva Siddh¡nta. 

51 Mark observes that the texts- particularly Netratantra and Brahmay¡mala 
which were written before ninth century- did not seem to be referring to a 
mode of division of tantra-s of áaivism into five currents (srotas). Later texts 
divide tantra-s into V¡ma, Siddh¡nta and Bhairava. The Siddh¡nta tantra-s are 
further divided into áivabheda-s and Rudrabheda-s. The Bhairava tantra-s are 
further categorized into Mantrap¢¶ha and Vidy¡p¢¶ha. The Netratantra also 
presents same three- fold division. The presiding deities in these 
classifications of tantra-s are said to be Tumburu, Bhairava and Sad¡¿iva. It 
further mentions about the scriptures that belong to DakÀi¸asrotaÅ ( i.e., 
Bhairava tantra-s) as forming "the division into eight times eight" 
(aÀ¶¡À¶akavibh¡ga) also known as 'Bhirav¡À¶aka'. See Shaman Hatley, The 
Brahmay¡malatantra and Early áaiva Cult of Yogin¢s, p. 216 and 266. also 
The Canon of the áaiv¡gama and the Kubjik¡ Tantras of the Western Kaula 
Tradition, to know the slight variation in the order and name of eight 
Bhairava-s and the corresponding tantra-s known by their names according to  
the list of  PratiÀ¶h¡lakÀa¸a-s¡rasamuccaya, ár¢ka¸¶h¢yasaÆhit¡, 
Jayadrathay¡mala and Brahmay¡mala. pp. 44-46. 

52 Here the p¢¶ha denotes 'a collection' of scriptures.  
¿r¢mad¡nanda¿¡str¡dau proktaÆ bhagavat¡ kila /  
sam£haÅ p¢¶haÆ etaccadvidh¡ dakÀi¸av¡mataÅ /  
mantro vidyeti . . . (T.Ë. 37/18). 

53 iha vidy¡mantramudr¡ma¸·al¡tmatay¡ catuÀp¢¶haÆ t¡vacch¡stram (T.Ë, 
Vol. XIb), p.114. Mark observes that the order is slightly different in 
Svacchandatantra. 
mudr¡ ma¸·alap¢¶haÆ tu mantrap¢¶haÆ tathaiva ca /  
vidy¡p¢¶haÆ tathaiveha catuÀp¢¶h¡ tu saÆhit¡ // Vol. I, p.10. 

54 He is visualized as "white, five faced (the embodiment of the five 
brahmamantra-s) and eighteen armed. He is worshiped with his identical 
consort Aghore¿var¢, surrounded by eight lesser Bhairava-s within a circular 
enclosure of cremation grounds. He stands upon the prostrate corpse of 
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Sad¡¿iva, the now transcended áiva-from worshipped in the áaivasiddh¡nta. 
Alexis Sanderson, áaivism and Tantric Traditions, p.6. 

55 See Mark, Appendix C. pp.107-110. for more information on details of these 
tantra-s. 

56 svacchandabhairavasca¸·aÅ krodha unmattabhairavaÅ /  
granth¡ntar¡¸i catv¡ri mantrap¢¶haÆ var¡nane // I.4-7// 

57 See Sanderson, History Through Textual Criticism, fn. 24, p.20. 
58 áaivism and Tantric Traditions, p.670. 
59 ibid. 
60 The áaiva Age- The Rise and Dominance of áaivism during the Early 

Medieval Period, p. 49. 
61 daÆpatyayogataÅ p£j¡ y¡maleti nigadyate. Cited from Bramay¡mala (I. 

xxxiii. 25b) by Shaman Hatley, see fn., p. 238; at another place Brahmay¡mala 
explains clearly why it is a y¡mala as it encompasses within itself a variety of 
oppositions (y¡mala): those of liberation and supernatural attainment (mukti 
and bhukti); ritual and doctrine (kriy¡ and jµ¡na); and teachings of both 'pure' 
and 'impure' way, as well as the 'mixed' and 'unmixed' ritual paths. ibid.,  p. 
242. 

62 Shaman Hatley, op. cit., p. 238. 
63 ibid. 237. 
64 The name and numbers of y¡mala-s slightly vary in accordance with scriptural 

sources. For example, Brahmay¡mala ( XXXVIII. 25cd-27ab) provides the list 
of eight of them; 
rudray¡malaÆ anyaµca tath¡ vai skanday¡malam / 
brahmay¡malaÆ caiva viÀ¸uy¡malameva ca //  
yamay¡malakaÆ c¡nyaÆ v¡yuy¡malameva ca / 
kuberay¡malaÆ caiva indray¡malameva ca //. cited by Hatley in footnote 10, 
p. 240; see also Mark, pp. 114-19. 

65 ibid., p.239. 
66 For better understanding of distinguishing feature of Kaulism Hatley's 

observation (following the lead of Sanderson) will be worth quoting. "In the 
domain of ritual the Kaula tradition attenuated the mortuary or K¡p¡lika 
dimension of the Vidy¡p¢¶ha, shifting the primary locus of ritual from the 
cremation ground to the body and consciousness itself. This shift involved 
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internalization and simplification of ritual processes, increasingly interiorized 
conceptions of divine agencies, disavowal of the outer trappings of the 
K¡p¡lika ascetic, emphasis on ecstatic experience in erotic ritual, development 
of comparatively sophisticated systems of Yoga. The Kaula tradition hence 
transforms the Vidy¡p¢¶ha emphasis on the potency of 'impure' ritual 
substances, the cult of spirits and visionary, transactional encounters with 
deities, although these dimensions persist to some degree. In addition, on the 
social level; the Kaula opened up new possibilities for the engagement of 
practitioners maintaining conventional social identities and kinship relations." 
op.cit., pp.156-57. 

67 Sanderson observes that three Goddesses Par¡, Par¡par¡ and Apar¡ who were 
worshiped externally on red cloth upon the ground, in circle filled with 
vermilion powder and enclosed with a black border, on a coconut substituted 
for a human skull, a vessel filled with wine or other alcohol, or on a ma¸·ala 
later on started to be worshipped within vital energy (pr¡¸a) or in thought 
(saÆvidi p£j¡). In the ritual system of external worship the Kaula Trika also 
emphasized on spontaneity and intensity of immersion (tanmay¢bh¡va, 
sam¡ve¿a) over elaborate ritual. áaivism and Tantric Traditions, pp.679-81. 

68 ibid., p.11. 
69 Kiss of the Yogin¢, p.37. 
70  It is an unpublished thesis submitted to the University of Pennsylvania in 

2007.  
71 ibid., pp.11-17. 
72 Alexis Sanderson observes that "the kaula form of the cult of the three 

goddesses of the trident was well established among the Kashmir by the 
beginning of the ninth century; and our first detailed exegesis of Kashmiri 
Trika, at the end of the tenth century, shows that there had long existed a 
hierarchical distinction between the lower, Tantric form of the cult (tantra-
prakriy¡) and the new Kaula tradition". See áaivism and Tantric Traditions, 
p.681. 

73 ibid., p.687. 
74 Sanderson points out two more peculiarities viz., the scriptures of this tradition 

consider themselves above Vidy¡p¢¶ha and external worship is looked upon as 
inferior to mental worship. One more noteworthy point is unlike in the other 
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tantra-s of Vidy¡p¢¶ha, the Goddess teaches the Bhirava here in the texts of 
this tradition. ibid., p.684. 

75 Manth¡nabhairavatantra, Vol.II, p.96. 
76 triko¸aman¡khy¡tam. P.64. 
77 ibid., Vol.III, p.1. 
78  madhumaty¡ mah¡devy¡ st¡d¡dmyaÆ k¡disa´jµakam / 
 k¡l¢mataÆ tu m¡liny¡ st¡d¡tmyaÆ t¡ntrik¡ viduÅ // ár¢vidy¡r¸avatantraÆ, I. 

4.// 
79  saÆprad¡yo hi n¡nyo'sti loke ¿r¢¿a´kar¡d bahiÅ /  

k¡di¿aktimate tantraÆ tantrar¡jaÆ sudurlabham // ibid., I. 98 // 
 m¡t¤k¡r¸avasa´jµaÆ  tu tripur¡r¸avasa´jµakam / 
 yogin¢h¤dayaÆ caiva khy¡taÆ grantha catuÀ¶ayam // 99// 

80 Tantra Illuminated-the Philosophy, History and Practice of a Timeless 
Tradition, pp.284-85. 

81 There is a difference of opinion regarding the authorship. KÀemar¡ja upholds 
the view that it was authored by Vasugupta himself whereas, UtpalavaiÀ¸ava 
believed that it was written by Kalla¶a. see K.C. Pandey, Abhinavagupta – An 

Historical and Philosophical Study, pp.154-55; Kamalakar Misra, Kashmir 
áaivism- the Central Philosophy of Tantrsim, introduction , pp.60-61. 

82 See K.C. Pandey, Abhivanagupta, p. 156.  
83 He is also said to have written a viv¤ti on the same and a commentary on 

Par¡triÆsik¡ called Par¡triÆ¿ik¡viv¤ti, ibid., p.162. 
84 ibid., p. 289. 
85 ibid., p.163-64.; Kamalakar Misra, p.62. 
86 See Gerard Colas, History of VaiÀ¸ava Traditions, pp.230-33 for inscriptional 

evidences of the presence of sect in early period. 
87 Dvivedi speaks of three divisions of scriptures of VaiÀ¸avism by including the 

Bh¡gavata as the third one. There he lists the names of eight Bh¡gavata Texts. 
See VaiÀ¸av¡gamavimar¿aÅ, p. 15. 

88 Sanderson notes "VaiÀ¸avism gained ground again only towards the end of 
our period, and in subsequent centuries. Before that happened, while it 
remained in the shadow of áaivism, it gave rise to a new literature of scriptural 
texts known collectively as the P¡µcar¡tra, that was probably composed in an 
around Kashmir. A form of VaiÀ¸avism bearing this name is already 
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mentioned in the Mah¡bh¡rata. It is very probable, therefore, that it was in 
existence well before the áaiva Mantram¡rga."áaiva Age, p.61. 

89 Mitsunori Matsubara, P¡µcar¡tra SaÆhit¡s and Early VaiÀ¸ava Theology, 
Introduction, p.2. 

90 Dvivedi, op. cit., p.24. 
91 See Mitsunori Matsubara, pp.7-11; F.O. Schrader, pp.27-29. for the extensive 

meaning of the word P¡µcar¡tra. 
92 r¡traÆ ca jµ¡navacanaÆ jµ¡naÆ paµcavidhaÆ sm¤tam /  

tenedaÆ p¡µcar¡traÆ hi pravadanti man¢Ài¸aÅ // N¡radap¡µcar¡tra. 1.44 // 
93 This does not find mention in LakÀm¢tantra and Sanatkum¡rasaÆhit¡. And 

Svabh¡va is the term used  in the AhirbudhnyasaÆhit¡ instead of antary¡min. 
ibid., p.29. 

94 P¡µcar¡tra, Brill's Encyclopedia of Hinduism, Vol. III. P. 446. 
95 see pp.6-12. 
96 s¡tvataÆ pauÀkaraÆ caiva jay¡khyaÆ tantramuttamam /  

ratnatrayamiti khy¡taÆ tadvi¿eÀa ihocyate // Jay¡khy¡saÆhit¡ (JS). I. 80. 
97 The ritual injunctions of these texts are practically applied in the three south 

Indian temples namely Melkote in Mysore, Srirangam and Kancipuram. 
Gonda. p.61. 

98 ibid., p.95. 
99 Schrader notes that the texts mentioned him by name are Jay¡khy¡ (Sr¢jaya / 

Jay¡), HaÆsap¡rame¿vara, Vaih¡yasa and ár¢k¡lapara. p.21. 
100 Sanderson also makes the reference of the same texts as early ones. His list of 

early texts is as follows: Sv¡yambhuvap¡µcar¡tra, Dev¡m¤tap¡µcar¡tra, 
V¡sudevakalpa of the Mah¡lakÀm¢saÆhit¡, Jayottara, Jay¡khya, S¡tvata and 
PauÀkara. He further states that "Now, of these, three, namely the Jayottara 
and Jay¡khya, and the S¡tvata, are very unlikely to have been produced before 
the ninth century, that is to say, at a time when áaiva Mantram¡rga had been 
flourishing under widespread royal patronage for at least two centuries and 
had been existence in some form by a time no later than the middle of the sixth 
and perhaps as early as the middle of the fifth. For all three focus on the 
worship of a form of V¡sudeva, called Vaiku¸¶ha in the Jay¡khya and 
Jayottara and áakty¡tman or áakt¢¿a in the S¡tvatasaÆhit¡, in which the 
principal anthropomorphic face is flanked by the faces of NarasiÆha and 
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V¡sudeva who is the fourth Vibhava, possess within the six qualities with 
equal dominance. 
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